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In Our 92nd Year

Shrine Golf Tourney Set
To Get Underway Saturday
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Lois Keller just
Dee and
returned from a trip to the Virgin
Islands where they scuba dived in
he new national underwater,
ark there.

—

The Third Annual Shrine In- plans are made and complete for
vitational Golf Tournament is set the tournament.
for tomorrow morning with 148 Tom Gardner, Potentate of
golfers taking the field. Tee-off Rizpah Temple, Madisonville,
time will be 7:50 Saturday will be in Murray for the event
morning at the Calloway Country with his wife and Mr. and Mrs.
William Toy of Henderson will
Club.
The event is sponsored by the also be here. Toy will be
Murray Shrine Club and will Potentate next year.
bring golfers to Murray from a William E. Moffett, Oriental
wide area. Sixteen golfers will Guide and other members of the
journey to Murray from ruling Divan of Rizpah Temple
Louisville and approximately are expected.
that same number from Nash- The two-day affair is for
Shriners, Blue Lodge Masons and
ville, Tennessee.
Celebraties this year will in- their guests. A cutoff of 120 was
clude Lester and Leslie Wilburn planned, but the event has proved
of the Wilburn brothers TV show. to be so popular that it was raised
Smiley Wilson, also of country to 148.
music fame, who has played the A dinner and dance is planned
last two years was unable to for Saturday night. Dinner will be
make it he related today in a served buffet style at the Holiday
Inn from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. and the
telephone conversation.
'nese country music stars and lance will be held at the
twelve or tourteen of their aalloway Country Club from 9:00
associates in this field, will be in xm.to 1:00 ay. with Oliver Hill
Murray for the two day event. Ind his Band.%
Don Robinson, Tournament Many prizes will be offered and
Manager, reported today that all will be presented on Sunday

Dr. Wayne A. Lamb
Is Bethel Speaker
Dr Wayne A. Lamb will be the
evangelist for revival services at
the Bethel United Methodist

ifternoon to winning golfers. A
arge array of silver will be
given.
The tournament has grown
teadily from its beginning in
1969. In August of that year 60
>layers attended the tournament.
this number grew to 101 last year
And this year 148 have entered
with some applications being
Au-ned down because of the late
late.
Milton Jones is president of the
Murray Shrine Club and Jack
Persall is vice-president. Don
Robinson heads the committee in
charge of the tournament.
Robinson said this morning
that he wished that he could add
more players who might like to
enter, but that the capacity of the
tournament has been reached.
Players will be flighted on the
second day of the tournament.
Foursomes and tee-off time
follow below. Foursomes and teeoff times will be maintained on
the second day of the tournament, same as the first day
Following are players and tee
off times with all tee-off on the
number One tee:
(Continued on Page Twelve)
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Boy Scout Amendment To
Jamboree Survey Received By Board
Evacuated

The Calloway County Board of unsuccessfully attempted, it is
Education, at its regular evident that number 3 and
meeting, Monday, August 2, number 4 should be implemented
Fellow says a budget is what your
from the State as well as giving careful conreceived
needs
she
until
on
along
wife gets
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb
Japan
of Education an sideration to the Facilities
Department
HEIGHTS,
ASAGIRI
money.
just
Amendment
Church, beginning Sunday, UPI) —Japanese Boy Scout amendment to the Facilities Survey
August 8.
received," a spokesman for the
1968.
of
July,
of
evacuation
report
Survey
ordered
four
proposes
officials
Nixon
President
Services will begin each the 13th World Scout Jamboree
county board of education said.
steps to be taken to meet the
7:30.
using
at
by
,
(On four different occasions
signed
amendment
days
The
three
after
campsite today
national drug problem: 1. Getting
'The invitation is open to all of torrential rain. By the time, Superintendent of Public In- since the 1968 survey,a school tax
Prosecuting
2.
source.
at the
rsons to join with the Astronaut Neil H. Armstrong struction Wendell P. Butler and referendum has been held and
those who are the pushers. 3.
for fellowship and arrived, more than half the Secretary of the State Board of each time the people of the
congregation
A
Treating the addicts. 4.
the hearing of God's word, a 73,000 scouts and leaders were Education, Samuel Alexander, is county have voted against any
massive program of information.
diurch spokesman said.
additional tax.)
as follows:
gone.
of "Recommendation number
have
ssoirsosmossoiso:omuostioussimist "Due to financial limitations
"Public assistance costs
district, the unsuccessful which has to do with enlarging of
skyrocketed in the past five
Four Boy Scouts and one leader the
to pass a school tax Calloway County High is very
attempts
billion
$5.3
from
the
from Murray are attending
years, roughtly
and the urgent need urgent as is recommendation
referendum
that
Jamheree. They are: Mark
to $14 billion. It is predicted
school housing, number 4 which provides for
for
elementary
Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs.
If present trends continue there
Calloway County school administrative offices as the
the
on
Americans
million
16
Mark
be
of
Alexander;
Tommy
will
Miss Kathy Black,a member
administration requested the Board has been renting office
welfare by 1975 and the costs will
the Penny 4-H Club, won the Kennedy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kentucky
of space since 1958," the spokesman
Department
have soared to $25 billion a year.
Grand Championship in the first Keith Kennedy; Steve Porter, son Education to restudy the district. continued.
Porter;
Mrs.
William
Rev.
at
and
of
The problem to be solved, then,is
busy for years, studying in
year division of entomology
By AL ROSSITER JR.
"This amendment is issued as "This year the Board is paying
to get people off welfare and into
detail lunar features never
the Murray -Calloway County and Larry Robinson, son of Mr. an interim plan to the 1968 1125 per month rent for its office
Writer
UPI
Space
by
held
of
be
Family Night will
and Mrs. Don Robinson.
jobs"....Rep. Earl B. Ruth
Fair.
building and the landlord has
Survey,
SPACE CENTER, Houston before seen.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of the
Don Burchfield, of Murray, a Facilities
North Carolina.
flight of Apollo 15 is the
(UPI)—Apollo 15's astronauts
girl will be in local scout leader, accompanied "Page 34, VII Recom- expressed his desire to use the
ld
at
9,
-year-o
August
ten
Monday,
The
an
World
the Apollo series
accelerated accurately toward longest in
mendations, No. 2—Construct a building for other purposes as
the fifth grade at Kirksey School the boys to Japan.
That's the trouble with welfare.
dating back to the earth orbital 6:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall.
a
of
lap
the
last
on
today
earth
thirty-two
middle school facility in the soon as possible.
has
She
The meat, bread, and drinks this year.
The more a fellow gets, the more
12-day moon mission that test flight of Apollo 7 in 1968. will be furnished by the camp
vicinity of the Calloway County "This means the Board will
sod
bugs
of
species
people
different
more
the
and
moon
wants,
the
on
he
Apollo a new Scott and Irwin spent more the women are asked to bring insects in her entry which will be The first man
for
Project
carved
High
School to house all 6-8 grade have to relocate its offices in the
to
want
will
more
who get on,the
arrived from Honolulu and
time on the moon, 67 hours,
of
the
science
annals
In
of the county. This near future," the spokesman
niche
State
students
Kentucky
the
in
of
entered
Speaking
on.
get
flights. salads or desserts.
drove by car to the tent city to
and a bundle of records In the than anyone on previous
facility should have a capacity pointed out.
Louisville.
at
families
and
their
Fair
members
All
discrimination, that's the
of
ML
slope
of
western
miles
17
the
They covered
of _____
for approximately 100 students. It In other action at the August 2
are urged to attend, a spokesman
ultimate, when part of
David R. Scott, Alfred M. terrain, more than the three said.
daughter of' rujiyarna with U.S. Ambassa- should be planned as a complete meeting the Board received bids
the
is
Black
Miss
to
drained
is
work
who
population
dor Armin H. Meyer.
and James B. Irwin set previous missions combined.
and separate facility from the on gasoline, bus tires, and milk.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fones.
take care of a part of the Worden
The scouts and leaders had
They drove the first car on the
at
on
a
spashdown
sights
their
Also, Mr. George W. Dowdy
existing high school.
population who will not work.
been ordered out before ArmTHREE CITED
4:48 p.m. EDT Saturday, 31E moon.
the event that funds was elected principal of the Almo
"In
Worden established a record
strong got here after the deluge become available to implement Elementary School for the 1971-72
Iles north of the Hawaiian
ITEMS STOLEN
"There are some people who feel
of six days of flight in orbit Three persons were cited by
caused by the fringe of the original reeonunendations of school year.
forces
of
Recovery
Oahu.
island
food
that strikers are entitled to
around the moon. His spacew- the Murray Police Departmen
Abernathy of Hickman Typhoon Olive.
Jim
Mrs. Linda Smotherman was
the 1968 Survey or should merger
stamps because they have paid were ready and the weather alk was the first out of earth yesterday and last night. They reported the theft of a mini eight
The scouts were moved to of Calloway County and Murray elected to teach Title I remedial
for these stamps out of the tax appeared satisfactory.
orbit.
no operator's stereo tape player and fourteen temples, city halls, school Independent districts become a reading at New Concord school,
were one for
Flight controllers said the The flight of Apollo 15 also
money they have paid into the
license and improper registration tapes from his car parked in the buildings and a nearby self- reality in the near future, the new Alfred Murdock was elected bus
Federal Treasurery. These spaceship Endeavour already was the costliest U.S. space at 8:40 p.m. Thursday, one for Clark Hall parking lot at Murray defense force base.
facility is to be _covertecl for driver at Lynn Grove and Henry
people forget that there are many was comfortably within the mission-6445 million.
public drunkenness and disor- State University to the Murray Armstrong, a guest of the elementary use.
Underhill was elected bus driver
a
to
leading
for
paid
corridor
have
who
imaginary
other citizens
2:40 a.m. Police Department at 7:12 a.m. Japan Boy Scout Council, called "Following construction of the and custodian at Lynn Grove
derly conduct at
a
safe entry into earth's
(Continued on Page Twelve
Friday, and one for driving while today. He said the theft occurred on Saburo Matsukata, chief new middle school, existing School.
phere. A course correction
intoxicated and reckless driving between 9:30 p.m. Thursday and Japanese scout at the concrete elementary schools in Calloway
scheduled for today was canat 2:45 a.m. Friday.
seven a.m. today.
headquarters shortly after ar- County should be operated as 1-5
refine
may
pilot
but
the
celled
riving.
grade centers."
their trajectory Saturday.
The order to evacuate the The amendment was made a
Today was a day of rest for SPACE CENTER, Houston
scouts came on the fifth day of part of the official Facilities
Funeral services for William the men who have accom- UPI)—The Apollo 15 timetable
the jamboree.
to
Survey Report and was signed by
and
subject
EDT
times
all
any
H. (Jake) Dunn of 1501 Story plished more in space than
NEW LONDON, CONN.,—
"It's a sea of black volcanic lie above mentioned officials.
angel:
Avenue, Murray, are being held other Americans.
Today
mud," said one American Boy The July 1968 survey report Coast Guard Cadet Patrick J.
today at three p.m. at the chapel Their main scientific activity
Scout official. "But the evacua- listed the following recom- Ryan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral of the day was to photograph 7:04 a.m.—Astronauts awaWilliam J. Ryan of Route 7,
en.
Home with Bro. Dean Crutchfield the eclipse of the moon this
este Sept. 13. Congress started tion is going smoothly. Morale mendations in priority order:
By JOHN HALL
and low (1)—It is believed that a Murray, recently began four
units
some
Is
in
good
and Bro. Priesley Scott of- afternoon. The television came- 4:00 p.m.—Apollo 15 stages
of
end
the
at
recess
summer
a
WASHINGTON (UPI(—Pros- I..__
in others. It all depends on how merged system comprising the years of training as a cadet at the
ra they left behind on the moon 3(4minute telecast.
ficiating.
today.
passage of the
for
pects
quick
correction,
they are. To some its a present Murray Independent Coast Guard Academy, New
e
soaked
6:32
p.m.—Cours
earth's
viewed
Pallbearers are Rex Billington, was to have
Senate Some had thought the majori- great adventure. Others are School District and the Calloway London, Conn.
draft
the
bill
when
necessary.
Ravi] Robertson, J. H. Walston, shadow passing over the lunar
to hold the
returns in September from a ty leader would try
County School District would be During his studies he will
James Smothers, Joe R. Sims, surface, but its transmitter has 11:40 p.m.—Astronauts begin
hostage indefinitely sick and tired of it."
bill
draft
imhave
month's
vacation
op- receive a well-rounded academic
period.
rest
ur
per
80
cent
of
About
and Rob Gingles. Burial was in failed.
the able to offer greater
an until President Nixon sets a
of
threats
proved
despite
of education in addition to extensive
youth
the
for
Saturday
portunitits
the Murray Cemetery with the
The moon eclipse will not be
of remain- scouts had been evacuated by
le filibuster by op- dote for withdrawal
County than can be military training in navigation,
Calloway
mid
afternoon
into
the
schools
arrangements by the Blalock- visible in the United States, but 8:04 a.m.—Astronauts wake interminab
But
Indochina.
from
forces
ing
engineering,
ponents.
and army bases where "special offered by two school districts, search and rescue,
it will be seen from Asia, with up.
Coleman Funeral Horne.
Leader
(Continued on Page Twelve)
and
on,
weaponry
Senate
administrati
Democratic
a
formal
that
realized
e
is
correction
it
p.m.—Cours
While
1:32
Mr. Dunn, age 73, died Thur- the best view in India.
entertainment" was being arhis
spend
will
He
.
seamanship
should
merger
a
for
request
If
The astronauts also scheduled necessary.
sday at four a.m. at the Murrayranged, an official said.
Lottery List On Page 6
come from the Murray In- first cadet summer on the threeFISH FRY
Calloway County Hospital. He an in-flight news conference for 4:17 p.m.—Command module
dependent Board of Education,it masted Coast Guard sailing ship
Around two hundred and
served as Judge for the city of late afternoon, answering ques- separates from service module.
recommended that the Eagle, and remaining summers
module
and
the
is
4:32
p.m.—Comm
signed
anMike
Mansfield, although
seventy-five persons
Murray from 1967 to 190, and tions from newsmen in Houston
Calloway County Board of aboard modern medium or high
was a member of Murray radioed up by ground communi- slices into upper fringes of gered by the removal of his register at the Herley Chadwick
Education provide conditions endurance Coast Guard Cutters.
earth's atmosphere.
amendment setting anine- Ms fry held at Panorama Shores
Lodge No. 105 F. & A.M., Rizpah cators
Upon graduation from the
15
o
in
lands
p.m.—Apoll
31,
conductive to that merger.
July
4:46
returning
month
are
withdrawal
evening,
astronauts
for
timetable
on Saturday
Shriner! of Madisonville, Murray The
cadet Ryan will
academy,
centers
elementary
316
miles
Ocean,
in
(2)—Two
170
Pacific
of
the
from Vietnam, said he favored Instead of the number listed
Camp 592 Woodmen of the World, home with a record
The funeral for W. A. Crita quick vote on the measure the Down Concord Way column tenden will be held Saturday at should be constructed in the receive a bachelor's degree and a
and the Seventh and Poplar pounds of rocks and soil north of Oahu, Hawaii.
In the event comrrlis.sion as Ensign in the
when the Senate takes It oP on Thursday
collected from the most northChurch of Christ.
two p.m. at the Pilot Oak Baptist vicinity of Murray.
Board Coast duard.
County
Calloway
space
the
that
American
The former judge was married ern site
Church with Rev. Kenneth
the Murray
to Alene Andrus, who survives, explorers will visit on the moon
Yarborough and Rev. Mason of Education and
Board of Education continue to
on September 16, 1925. He was this decade. Scientists said the
BevW officiating.
operate two separate school
born October 27, 1687, in Obion samples and the astronauts'
Nephews will serve as systems, these structures should
County, Tenn., and his parents exploration in generiu—on the The Boy Scouts of Troop 45 are
pallbearers and burial will be in be used to/house grades 1-8 from
were the late William J. Dunn surface and from lunar orbit— sponsoring a car wash to earn
Us church cemetery with the Calloway County. In the event The Murray Fire Department
gave the moon project a new money on Saturday, August 7, at
and Martha Michaux Dunn,.
s by the Jackson that merger is considered, were called out twice on Thurarrangement
Survivors are his wife,; place in science.
the three following locations:
Home, consideration may be given to
Funeral
Brothers
They now consider the Apollo Dr. James Byrn's residence
sday, but little damage was
Hassel
Mrs.
daughter,
Tenn.
Dukedom,
endeareorganizing the grade structure reported at either fire.
scientific
true
a
Robert
project
Dr.;
1117 Circarama
Kuykendall, 806 North 206
PADUCAH (UPI)—The Four Rivers Carpenters Connell, on
At 10:45 a.m. the firemen were
Street, Murray; Bobby E. Dunn. vor and they say Apollo 15 Hopkins' residence 15000 Car- strike for five weeks, voted Thursday by a 15-1 margin against a
Crittenden, age 49, of Fulton for these buildings in accordance
601 Meadow Lane, Murray;-four probably will fulfill preflight dinal Dr.; and Dr. Castle
Route Three died Wednesday at with the needs presented at the called to the home of Dr. Don
proposed contract offered by the Associated General ConHospital time of merger.
Comminity
Duncan, 1613 Catalina, Murray,
grandsons, Michael Kuykendall. hopes that it will tell man more Parker's residence 1502 Story
the
tractors, representing a 20-county West Kentucky area.
Jeffrey Lynn, Steven Lee, and about the moon that the first Ave.
Mayfield. Among the survivors (3)—Calloway County High where a short in the air conThe union membership had the option of accepting one or two
Andrew Lyle Dunn, all of three lunar landings combined. It will last from one to four p.m. contract proposals or no proposal.
are a brother, Howard R..Crit- School should be enlarged to ditioner was reported. The fuse
provide special services areas. was pulled and the fire was out on
site
a
beautiful
just
was
"It
and
$150
for
wash
cost
will
tenden of Murray.
and
and
Murray.
Rejected were offers of a 40 cent hourly wage increase
(4)—The Calloway County arrival of the firemen.
and the crew did such a clean-up. Please help support the fringe benefits or a 30 cent hourly pay hike with overtime inBoard of Education should
fantastic job of selecting, Boy Scouts, a Scout spokesman
Last night at seven o'clock the
creased from time and a half to doubletime.
the
for
offices
central
BIG
MOMENT
provide
DENTIST'S
were called to North 18th
firemen
construction
said.
and
work
returnon
some $20 million in
The strike has halted
ctecribing, couecting
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)— administrative staff.
and the Highway 121 Bypass to a
projects in Western Kentucky.
ing such a large amount, it lays
The ship's dentist aboard the (5)—In the event of merger a car fire, but was out on their
Now You Know
The strike has halted work on two major projects in Murray—
eut our next six to eight men
San Diego-based cruiser Chica- study should be made by the arrival.
new
the
High
Michael
and
School
the new Murray
on Doran Road
Partly cloudy and mild through ot work for us," said
l
go was the right man at the Department of Educationwnd the
Internationa
Press
United
By
Murray State University football stadium.
LYONS' REUNION
Saturday with scattered showers B. Duke, curator of the Lunar
Calloway County district to
right time.
when the
fly
cannot
Bees
City
the
the
at
forced
high
stoppage
has
The
work
Laboratory.
school
Receiving
reunion will be held
Lyons'
The
or thundershowers south. Mainly
to
relating
proposals
When the radar broke aboard consider
And the 1.5 miles of film that temperature is below 50 School Board to double sessions this fall for the high school and
8, at Paris
August
Sunday,
during afternoon and evening
the ship, he climbed the 100-foot junior and senior high schools
in a smooth, degrees Fahrenheit and cannot middle school students, since the new school will not be ready
Landing State Part,. A basket
hours Highs today and Saturday Worden retrieved
2
number
and
1
"As
number
it
back
pasted
and
tower
or
move at all at 45 degrees
before school opens.
noon
low to mid 80s. Lows tonight uneventful spacewalk Thursday
recommendations have been lunch will be serxt4: at
together with dental acrylic.
Is expected to keep scientists slightly below
mostly in the 60s

Conditions Good For
Will
Apollo 15 Splashdown Family Night
Monday

Miss Kathy Black
Wins Championship

Be Held

'Funeral Is Today
For Jake Dunn

Apollo
Timetable

Ryan In Coast
Guard Academy

Senate Expected To Vote
On Draft Bill, September

W.A. Crittenden
Funeral Saturday

Boy Scouts Will
Sponsor Car Wash

Carpenuiers Reject
Settlement Offer

Fire Department
Answers Two Calls

The Weather
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Today
Ten Years Ago
rim
LaDGIIII. Is TOOLS

William H. Aden, Paul M. Farris, James L. Futrell, Dan T.
Marshall, Ronald D. McCage, and Charles H. Story, MSC cadet
seniors, received their commissions as second lieutenants in the
U.S. Army Reserve on August 4.
Radio contact with Paris, Tenn., will be inaugurated by the
Murray Police Department with the addition of more equipment
to the present city radio facilities, it was announced at the
meeting of the City Council.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester discussed her travels in Europe at the
meeting of the Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
held at the home of Miss Ruth Lassiter.
Births reported this week include a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Charles
Thurman, Jr., a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morris Stout, Jr., a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Crick, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
McNutt.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGERb Men NIX
Elected to state and county offices are Lawrence Wetherby,
governor, James M. Lassiter, state senator, Owen Billington,
, state representative, George Weeks, circuit court clerk, Frank
Albert Stubblefield, railroad commissioner, and Joe McCuiston,
,New Concord magistrate.
. Deaths reported are Lynch Coleman, age 73, of Murray, and
.Rev.R.G.Dunn,age 62,of Union City,Tenn.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds, OVC champions last
.year, will open their 1951-52 basketball season with Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville, Tenn., on December 3.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Outland of Detroit, Mich., have been the
pests of her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Joe Miles.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
It is not at all true that everything is higher in
home construction. Not everything, only building
permit fees, wages, tools and materials. What is
down, not up, is quality, down 200 percent to 500 per
cent and soon to disappear—like integrity and
money.
-All good tthings are cheap;
all bad are very dear."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Every ease lovetb gists, and fo/loweth after rewards.—Isalah
1:23.
But we should prove ourselves worthy of them. We should not
covet that which is not morally ours.
WIIATHIER>

ANIEAD

O
MO,
AUGUST

Free Speach: The Outer Limits
2) an envious spinster falsely
At a large public meeting not
dissenters sta- informs the man next door that
25
about
ago,
long
By SFC Jerry Work
having an affair with
tioned themselves near the back his wife is
heckle the speaker. the milkman;
to
hall
the
of
How can a young man plan the
3) a hardware dealer, selling a
Shouting slogans in unison, they
next 36 months of his life to in- made him almost inaudible to stepladder he knows is defective,
tells the customer it is safe:
clude the spending of at least 16 in many members of the audience.
4) a drunk warbles "Sweet
Europe?
outside a hospital winAdeline"
The answer: by joining the U.S
dow at midnight.
Army.
Each of these actions is oral—
The scheduling runs like this
and each is unlawful. FurtherEnlist under the Army's Delayo
more, they were unlawful when
the Constitution was adopted. So
Entry Program and
thi
is the deliberate disruption of a
European Option.
public meeting, whether by shoutDelayed Entry enables you ti
slogans or blowing whistles or
ing
put off your entry on active dut;
ringing cowbells.
!or up to 180 days. This allows yoi
What the Constitution does
- take a vacation, a summer jol
4
guarantee is the freedom that
yr do whatever you choose. At tilt
really counts: the freedom to express and advocate ideas, however
tame time you are protecto
Someone asked an usher wheth- unpopular.
!rom the draft and inunediatel;
In fact, it is to safeguard this
start earning longevity credit fa er anything could be done.
'Not a thing," he replied primary freedom that the law imPay Purposes.
gloomily. -They're just exercising poses reasonable limits on the
Then, when you go on active their freedom of speech under the time, place, and manner of speech
duty, you will spend the first foin Constitution."
Judge Curtis Bok once put the
months completing basic anc
But the usher vies wrong about matter in a nutshell:
"In the whole history of lay
advanced training in the Unitec the Constitution. He was making
forStates. The following 16 months the all-too-common mistake of and order, the longest step man
was taken by primitive
oral is
will be spent with an Army unit ir thinking that whatever is speech ward as if by common consent.
when,
lawful. The freedom of
Europe, most likely Germany guaranteed by the Constitution the tribe sat down in a circle and
The Delayed Entry Program is does not mean that at all. Many allowed only one man to speak
also available without the kinds of oral conduct are un- at a time."
It is this kind of common sense
lawful.
European Option.
that enables a free society to funcHere are some examples:
CHILDREN ALLOWED
1) a moviegoer, just for kicks, tion. It is what the law is all
The Army may be the latest
about.
that the theater is on fire:
organization to feel the effects of yells
Women's Lib.
"
For the first time, it is allowing
married WAC,s and female Army
LIFE ON ANOTHER PLANLT
nurses to have children while on
COME TO
active duty. An expectant mother
will
be
of
leave
a
given
absence
The Almanac
By United Press International from the seventh month of
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The Weeping Willow
by
Lochie B. Hart
The weeping willow switch
planted in a cove on Kentucky Lake
Was forgotten. Years passed
This spring when shrubs along
The bay discarded winter drab.
Near them, standing tall.
Was my branch fully grown
Her drooping, gracefully swaying
In yellowing green
Distinguished her from others
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Captain Dewey at Ken Lake
The captain could do little with
Smart-alecky-complexed driver
Who started too soon
And stopped unplanned.
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FIVE-TON'HUNK OF JADE, WHAT NEXT?—The curious
gatheti
4314in San Fi•ancisco to see this five-ton hunk of
r scuba divers spent several jaded months and
ja
tring from 30 feet deep in Pacific south of
St
Big Sus7rite four would like to see it go to a museum.
preferably .the Smithsonian in Washington. and they
would like bill footed. They price the jade at 9180.000.
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Mike Hill And Jerry Heard Tie
For First Round Lead In Classic

Janice Stubblefield
Wins Oaks Tournament
Janice Stubblefield won the
Oaks Ladies Stroke Play Tournament played Tuesday and
Wednesday of this week. The
defending champion, Saundra
Edwards, was unable to play in
this year's contest.
The rain held off both days until
most of the players had completed• their rounds, with very
little need for umbrellas. The wet
course however, did take its toll
in some high scores.
Virginia Jones and Laura
Parker tied for second place in
the flight. Mrs. Parker won
second place on the second hole of
a sudden death playoff.
Mary Alice Smith won the first
flight with Essie Caldwell second
and Bobbie Buchanan third.
Second flight honors went to
Mabel Rogers with Molly Jones
second and Edith Garrison third.
Sadie Ragsdale won the third
flight with Emma Lou Story
second and Polley Seale third.
The winners will receive their
trophies at the Club Trophy
Dinner at the close of the season.
Following play Wednesday, a
social hour was held for all
prayers in the two day tournament and prizes were awarded
to the following players:
Medalist on the lowest nine hole
round went to Janice Stubblefield in the championship

flight. Essie Caldwell in the first
flight, Mable Rogers in the
second and Sadie Ragsdale in the
third flight.
Low Putts in the championship
flight went to Virginia Jones,
Marie Weaver and Grace James
tied in the first flight, Edith
Garrison took low putts in the
second flight and Sadie Ragsdale
in the third.
Nellie Jo Bryan won the prize
for walking the most.
Edith Garrison's score was
nearest her handicap.
Bobbie Buchanan was the
"thirstiest" golfer, Kathryn
Outland got the "wettest" and
Nellie Joe Bryan the "puttingest."
Amos Tackett was declared the
most patient for keeping score
and fighting the players.

LU GOES TO ENGLAND
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ADULT SWIM CLASS—An adult swhn class, sponsored by the Murray chapter et the American
Red Cross, was held here recently. One of the instructors, John Hall, is pictured along with three of
the class members. The other instructor for the class was Donna Honchul. Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
water safety chairman for the local chapter, said that this class brings the number of persons who
have received swimming instructions since June of 1970 to 403.

Dallas To Meet Rams
In Exhibition Tonight

LONDON (UP!)—Liang Huan
Us of Taiwan, who gained
By joe carnicelli
International attention when he
UPI Sports Writer
finished runner-up to Lee The Dallas Cowboys' front
Trevino in last month's British office may be battle weary but
Open golf championship, has It's just the start of things for
accepted an invitation to the the players.
Piccadilly The Cowboys' brass has
World
eight-man
match play championship at sweated through several trades,
Wentworth Oct. 7-9.
induced a number of veterans
•

By IRA MILLER
on more than 870,01,0 UM Year
UPI Sports Writer
but still is looking for his first
AKRON, Ohio (UPI)—Gay tournament victory, had one of
Brewer gave Mike Hill a the day's steadiest rounds.He
putting lesson the other day made 15 pars and three birdies,
and, before the weekend is out, all on putts of 18 inches or less.
he may regret it.
The key to Heard's round was
Hill, making six birdies par-saving putts of 20 and 15
Including a 30-footer on the 18th feet on the 12th and 13th holes,
green, shot a three-under-par 67 respectively, that set him up
Thursday to tie Jerry Heard for for birdies 16 and 17 and his
the first round lead in the share of the lead.
American Golf Classic—just a
Behind the leaders there was
stroke in front of Brewer and
a jam-up with five players at
Fred Marti.
69, six more at even-par 70 and
In the first round, Hill made
at one-over-par 71.
five birdie putts ranging from 5 11
troubled by an
to 30 feet, two-putted for Johnny Miller,
the 6%
headed
wrist,
left
ailing
another birdie and consistently
a group that also included
lagged long putts close to the in
Bob Lunn—who had 11 one-put
hole.
greens—Terry
Wilcox, Dale
pro
Heard, 24, a third-year
and Bob Stone.
from Vsialia, Calif., who has Douglas

Stargell Blasts 39th Homer
In Pirates Win Over Expos

Arnold Palmer and Tom
Weiskopf were in the group at
70 and three former U.S. Open
champs, Julius Bosos, Tony
Jacklin and Orville Moody, had
71s.
Jack Nicklaus, missing four
putts from five feet or less, had
a 73. Defending champion
Frank Beard also was at 73,
while host pro Bobby Nichols
slid to 75, Bruce Crampton to
76, Bert Yancey to 78 and
tournament record holder Ray
Floyd to a horrendous 80 that
included three double-bogeys on
the front nine.
The 7,180-yard south course
at Firestone Country Club was
playing tougher than it usually
does—which is tough, anyway
—because early-week rains had
softened the ground and lengthened the rough.
However, Hill, who rarely
plays well here—neither does
brother Dave, who bypassed the
tournament—found the course
to his liking.
Hill- admitted that he was
trying just to lag his long birdie
putt on 18 and 22-footer he
made at seven close to the hole.
"I tried to two-putt and they
went into the hole," be said.

in Montreal," Stargell com- which saw the Braves set a
By JOE FROHLINGER
out of retirement and gone
club record of six double plays.
mented on his homer.
UPI Sports Writer
through the Duane Thomas Willie Stargell, the odds-on "It feels great to go over the
Billy Williams rocked a twomess. Now the Cowboys can favorite to win the National 100 mark in RBIs but the run homer in the eighth to
settle down,to playing ball.
League's Most Valuable Player victory for the team is more support Juan Pizarro's one-hit
The Mwboys, the National award, may attain a higher Important," Stargell added on shutout in the Cube's victory.
Football Conference champions, plateau—that of equalling or his impressive ratio of 101 RBIs Pizarro gave -up a fifth inning
open their pre-season schedule setting the National League on 112 hits.
single to 011ie Brown who hit a LEAFS SIGN MCLELLAN
tonight against the Barns in Los record for home run.
Star- Stargell opened the Pirates grounder between short and
TORONTO (UPI)—John Mcwill
Cowboys
Angeles. The
gell blasted his 39th homer in scoring in the second inning third into left field.
Lellan, who guided the Toronto
unveil Lance Alworth, the Pittsburgh's 7-2 victory over with a solo home run off loser
Bill Singer allowed the Astros Maple Leafs to a fourth place
former San Diego star, who Montreal Thursday night as the John Strohmayer. Jose Pagan
came in one of a number of Pirates streteched their Nation- added another homer in the six hits and was backed by playoff finish in the National
Jim Hockey League East Division
Crawford and
Willie
trades made by Dallas
al League East Division lead third to pace the Pirates' Lefebvre's run-scoring singles last season, has been signed to
Lance
A former Cowboy
over the second place Cardinals winning effort.
in the fourth in notching his a new two-year contract, the
Rentzel, will be at flanker for to eight games.
Los Angeles blanked Houston sixth victory compared to 13
club announced Thursday.
the Rams, who won their pre- Stargell has averaged one 3-0, Chicago shut out San Diego
By JOE CARNICELLI
I won't think about this one. In before Egan's hit.
season opener against Houston home run for every three 34 Atlanta edged New York in losses.
UPI Sports Writer
Jose Cruz hit his fourth
fact, I'll probably have forgot- Amos Otis' three-run double last week.
games the Pirates have played. 17 innings and St. Louis scored
Mel Stottlemyre gave Mike ten this one by the time the ignited a four-run seventh that
Craig Morton will start at If he maintains that pace, he a 3-2 decision over San homer and Matty Alou added
Cuellar a little bit of his own next game starts."
carried Kansas City past the quarterback for Dallas with
two more runs on a single and
needs 17 more homers in the Francisco in other NL games.
medicine.
sacrifice fly in the Carinals'
Stottlemyre's biggest problem Twins. Otis cleared the bases Roger Staubach scheduled to
In American League action,
Cuellar has had a feat with came in the first inning when after pinch-hitter Bobby Knoop see heavy duty. Roman Gabriel Pirates' remaining 51 games to
victory.
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(
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Cleveland
beating New York in nine of 10 induced Brooks Robinson to pop walked. Jim Holt had three hits geles.
of baseball's most 1, Kansas City beat Minnesota sas City Royal righthander
previous decisions. But Stottle- out to end the threat.
and drove in two runs for "We want to win," said eurijurn one
r Razor Cots
Bruce Dal Canton was placed
respected records, and set a 7-4 and Oakland defea
myre changed all that Thurs- In other AL games, Oakland Minnesota.
Cowboy Coach Tom Landry, National League record of 57.
No
on the 21-day disabled list by
Regular
Milwaukee 2-1.
day night as he stopped edged Milwaukee 2-1, Chicago Ted Uhlaender, Vada Pinson but we also want to look at a
but
Darrell Evans' single scored the club Thursday. Dal Canton,
+ppointment
Baltimore on three hits and shaded California 1-0, Kansas and Chris Chambliss hit conse- lot of our people. Our squad is They're not easy to hit
Hair Cuts
one Sonny Jackson from third to 8-5, has been bothered by a
Necessary
singled in two runs during a City beat Minnesota 7-4 and cutive doubles to trigger a five- in good condition except for the I n) happy to get at least
games
three
end Atlanta's marathon victory sore shoulder.
five-run seventh inning as the Cleveland romped past Wash- run fifth inning that enabled receivers. So many of them homerun in these
Yankees beat the Orioles 5-0.
Cleveland to beat the Senators. have been hurt.
ington 7-1.
Baltimore's loss, coupled with In National League play„ Frank Baker also doubled in a Billy Truax, a tight end
over
victory
Boston's 5-4
Chicago shut out San Diego 3-0 run in the inning and two more obtained also from Los Angeles,
Allen's is out of action and receivers
Bernie
Detroit, cut the Orioles' lead in an...luan Pizarro's one-hitter, scored
on
the American League's Eastern Pittsburgh beat Montreal 7-2, throwing error.
Margene Atkins and Reggie
2 gamis.v the Los Angeles blanked Houston 31
Division to 4/
Rucker are doubtful. Calvin Hill
closest race in baseball's four 0, St. Louis edged San >=0=f)=.0•Z-Cw=w=.=w={1.=.0•C will start in place of Thomas,
divisions.
the controversial running back
Francisco 3-2 and Atlanta
Stottlemyre, shelled out by outlasted New York 2-1 in 17
who led the Cowboys in rushing
Minnesota in the first inning of innings.
last season. Thomas refined to
his last start when he gave up
George Scott and Bob Mont- xso,00es.=.0.eaca,=scst:sc-c report to camp, was traded to
six runs and seven hits, was a gomery drove in two runs each By Ulitted Press International New England, left the Patriots'
different pitcher this time out. and Doug Griffin added a solo
camp after a fracas with their
American League
He allowed only three singles— homer as the Red Sox rallied to
coach and was returned to
East
two by Elrod Hendricks—and
W. L. Pct. GB Dallas.
beat Detroit. Detroit led 3-1
struck out six in gaining his when Griffin led off the eighth Baltimore
In the only other game
66 40 623
11th victory of the year.
home run. Luis Boston
46 .578 41
63
with a
2 tonight, Archie Manning is
/
"I just put that last start Aparicio's single and a pair of Detroit
58 51 .532 91
2 expected to make his pro debut
/
completely out of my mind," walks filled the bases before Aw York
as the New Orleans Saints take
56 56.500 13
said Stottlemyre. "No matter Scott singled in two runs. One Washington
on the Buffalo Bills. Manning,
44 64 .407 23
what I do in my last start, I out later, Montgomery doubled Cleveland
44 67 .396 241
2 the star quarterback at Missis/
don't think about it in my next in two more runs. Sparky Lyle
sippi who was the second
West
one. Just like in my next game, then put down a two-run Detroit
W. L. Pct. GB player taken in January's pro
70 39 .642 ... draft, only has a week's
rally in the ninth.
Oakland
practice time but should see
55 52 .514 14
Reggie Jackson hit a two-run Kansas City
52 58 .473 181
homer in the first inning and Chicago
2 some action. The Bills will
/
53 60 .469 19
unveil J.D. Hill, the speedy
Jim Hunter made it stand up California
49 60 .450 21
return artist and wide receiver
for his 14th victory of the Minnesota
from Arizona State,
46 63 .472 24
season as Oakland beat Mil- Milwaukee
Chicago meets Green Bay at
waukee, the Athletics' seventh
Thursday's Results
Milwaukee, Detroit tangles with
straight victory.
Bsoton 5 Detroit 4
the New York Jets in Tampa,
Jackson followed a walk to
New York 5 Baltimore 0
Fla., Washington is at San
Ric Monday with his homer and
1
Washington
7
Diego, Baltimore plays host to
Hunter then scattered nine hits, Cleveland
Now Offers
Kansas City 7 Minnesota 4
Kansas City and Cincinnati is
including Dave May's solo
Chicago 1 California 0
at Miami in Saturday action.
homer.
Oakland 2 Milwaukee 1
Cleveland is at San Francisco
Tom Egan's seventh-inning
and New Orleans at Minnesota
single scored Rick Reichardt
Saturday's Games
Pinto's regular price
in Sunday's schedule while the
with the game's only run as the Chicago at Oakland
beats Vega by $149*...
White Sox beat California for Minnesota at California, night New York Giants are at
Wilbur Wood's 13th victory. Milw at Kan City 2, twi-night Houston and Philadelphia is at
Maverick beats Nova by $176*
Reichardt reached base on a Cleveland at Washington, night Oakland in Monday night
and the Ford Team's year-end
...
8119
Phone 753action.
force out and stole second Baltimore at New York
In Thursday's news from the
clearance prices
Detroit at Boston
trellaing camps, Warren Wells,
beat everything
National League
the Oakland Raiders' problemEast
in
sight!
child wide receiver, fares a
W. L. Pct. GB possible prison term today
And that's just the beginning!
69 42 .622
Pittsburgh
Come and take your pick of Mustangs,
when he faces a court hering
61 50 .550 8 for breaking probation.
St. Louis
Torinos, Galaxies, best-selling LTD's
50
60
all
.545
at year's lowest prices.
2
1
/
8
Chicago
Otto Stowe, Miami's rookie
•Comparison based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for lowest priced models comparably equipped. Price does not include
2 wide receiver from Iowa State,
1
55 54 .505 13/
New York
accent group or whitewall tires. Mown here they are extra-cost options
48 62 436 201
2 will remain in the hospital
/
Philadelphia
;
(i
(
44 68 393 25 indefinitely for tests to deterMohtreal
West
mine an undisclosed sickness
All camp sites have grills and tables.
W. L. Pct. GB which hit him early Wednesday.
San Francisco 67 47 588
R-V sites have water, electric and sewerage
Vince Clements, a running
60 52 .536 6 back from Connecticut who was
Los Angeles
hookups available, hot showers, flush toilets,
2
1
59 56 .513 8/
Atlanta
Mhdlesota's fourth-round draft
56 55 .505 9/
2 pier left the Viking camp,
1
Houston
sanitary stations, grocery, air-conditioned
52 62 456 15 explaining that he felt he was
Cincinnati
recreation room with games.
40 74 351 27 not contributing to the team.
San Diego
Thursday was cutdovrn date
Thursday's Results
and a number of teams made
Chicago 3 San Diego 0
last minute roster adjustments
s Lodge and Marina
Adjacent to Sportsman'
Atlanta 2 N.Y. 1 (17 inns)
to reach the 60-player limit.
St. Louis 3 San Francisco 2
Most prominent player dropped
Los Angeles 3 Houston 0
was Gary Beban, the 1967
Pittsburgh 7 Montreal 2
Heisznan Trophy winner from
(Only games scheduled)
UCLA who •failed in a trial at
quarterback with the Denver
Saturday's Games
Broncos.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 2
Behan, originally drafted by
Highway 68
Neu York at Atlanta
Los Angeles and traded to
Montreal at Cincinnati
at Jonathan Creek on Kentucky Lake
Washington, said he will retire
San Francisco at Chicago, 2
Downtown Murray Phone: 753-5273
from football. He was offered a
Phone: (502) 354-8493
San Diego at Houston
tryout as a defensive back but
los Angeleglat St. Louis
rejected the offer.

Oakland Edges Milwaukee 2-1
Yankees Beat Orioles 5-0;
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Wedding Vows Of June Ryan Roberts And Pans Completed By
Michael Allen Bucy Are Exchanged Here Miss Nobles For
Wedding Saturday

era AU*

Buren

DEAR ABBY: What does a single, normal, 24-year-old
girl do when she looks masculine? I am 5 feet, 11 inches tall,
but I am on the slim side—probably because I'm very
athletic. I've always worn my hair short because I haven't
the patience to handle a fussy hairdo, and short hair is
more convenient for swimming, sailing and tennis. I wear
practically no makeup and prefer tailored clothes.
I am friendly and have always been popular with boys
and girls. I'm fairly intelligent [college graduate], I love fun,
but I am seldom asked for a date, so I do what other dateless
girls do—spend my time with the girls. I've been told no men
ask me out because they think I am "for girls." Nothing
could be further from the truth, but a girl can't wear a sign
to that effect. So, tell me, Dear Abby, how do I solve my
problem?
TALL, DARK AND LONESOME

DEAR ABBY: Four months ago I double-dated with a
very good friend of mine. I'll call her "Joan." She had been
going steady with this fellow for over a year so I wasn't
surprised when she told me be had proposed to her that
night. She said she was sort of expecting it but she didn't
blOw when and naturally she was thrilled and excited and
she said something about wanting me to he one of her
bridesmaids.
Nothing more was said about it. The next thing I knew,
two of my friends said they were going downtown to help
Joan pick out the patterns for the bridesmaids dresses. Now
It turns out Joan is having six bridesmaids and I am not one
of them.
Do you suppose she forgot she asked me? Should I
remind her?
LEFT our
DEAR LEFT: No. She was probably carried away In the
excitement of the =omelet, and when she came off Cloud
Nine she either forgot she had asked you, or she changed
her mind.
What's year problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to %WRY. Box Oise. Los Angeles. Cal.
110119. Per a persooal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "Mew to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send Si to Abby. des was. Les Angeles, CaL Meek

ataasis,
Mrs. Richard Carson of
Murray Route Six has been
lismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Wounded?
Wash a wound with soap
and water before applying
antiseptic.

1970 Cadillac El Dorado, all power and air, brand
new tires, grey with vinyl roof.
1969 V.W. Squareback, low mileage, Sharp.
1967 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air,
white with vinyl roof.
1967 Pontiac Station wagon, power and air.
1965 Buick Electra, 2 door hard top, power and
air.
1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4-door power and air.
1962 Comet, 4-door.
1961 ('atalina, 4-door with power.
1960 Ford, ruff and ready.
Nice Selection of New Cars in Stock.
BUY NOW AND SAVE LATER!!!

Sanders-Purdom
MAIN STREET

Plisse 1114-1517

1sa-40e1

owaratie,

Miss Mary Carol Nobles,
isughtex of Mr.and Mrs. William
&Nobles, Sr., of Henderson has
maipleted plans for her wedding
to John Daniel Jones, son of Mr.
Miller (Pat Mason) and sons,
and Mrs. G. B. Jones of Murray. Former members of the
Chris and Dan.
The ceremony will be held on classes of 1944 and 45 of the
Mrs. Ruth Sitter Jenson and
Saturday, August 7, at seven William
Memorial
Mason
Janice, Westmont, Ill.
daughter
o'clock in the evening at the Hospital School of Nursing met in
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McGehee
santuary of the Niagara Murray.
(Cordotta Southard)Central City.
Methodist Church in Henderson
Mrs. Howard Schroerlucke
On
Sunday,
August
1,
a
buffet
with Rev. R. W. Denton ofdaughters
ficiating at the double ring dinner was served at the home of (Nell Burk), and
Mrs. Lucille T. Ross on North Darlene, Denise, and Danette,
ceremony.
A program of nuptial music Seventh Street. Activities of Louisville.
Mrs. Lucille Thompson Ross
will be presented by Dee Oswald, Monday began with a breakfast
daughter Sarah Catherine.
and
at
the
Red
Room
of
the
Holiday
pianist.
Murray.
Inn
with
Mrs.
Robert
O.
Miller
as
Miss Nobles will be given in
At the closing of the Monday
marriage by her mother and hostess.
voted to refather. Miss Polly Walters will Two scientific papers were night seminar it was
Alumni
Association
the
activate
presented
by
Dr.
Howard
serve as maid of honor. Miss
Mary Ann Jones, sister of the Ferguson, M. D. and A. C. Officers elected were Dr. Howard
president, and Mrs. A.
groom-elect, and Miss Nancy Petersen , anestetist at Sedalia, Ferguson,
secretary-treasurer.
Petersen,
Mrs.
C.
Missouri,
at
the
home
of
the
sister
of
bride-elect,
Nobles
wiB serve as the bridesmaid. Ross. Golf and swimming were
Miss Donna Nobles, niece of the enjoyed by family members of
bride-elect will be the flower girl. the nurses. The nurses enjoyed
Master Jeffrey Lander, nephew visiting various points around
of the bride-elect will serve as Murray as some of them had not
returned since graduating.
ring bearer.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Serving as best man for Mr. Those attending part or all of Grove Baptist Church met at the
were:
the
reunion
Jones will be Jerry Pierce.
church on Wednesday,July 28, at
Groomsmen will be James Mrs. Otto Pietz (Elsie Szon- seven-thirty o'clock._ In the
Nobles,brother of the bride-elect, nell), Naples, Florida. —
evening for the 170,1851011 study
and Bob Johansen, cousin of the Mrs. Wm. A. Iles (Jean program.
groom-elect. The ushers will be Walton) and daughter Barbara, Mrs. Keys Keel was the leader
Orlando, Fla.
Don Nelson and Dale Bucy.
for the program on the theme,"A
Following the ceremony the Mr. and Mrs. Roland Anderson Heritage of Mission Support".
reception will be held at the (Bette Mallernee) and son Joe, She was assisted by Mrs. Charles
Battle Creek, Michigan.
church.
Burkeen, Mrs. Purdom Lassiter,
All friends and relatives art Mr. and Mrs. Kelcy Driskill and Mrs. Dock Boggess.
Bowling
Green.
(Nelle
Latham),
invited to attend the wedding anc
The call to prayer was given by
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest (Marilyn
reception.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson who also
Mason), Murray.
scripture from
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Pinder, read the
Mrs. Albert
Ephesians
6:10-18.
(Frances Martz), Palm Beach,
Crider led the closing prayer.
Fla.
•
Dr. Howard Ferguson, MedFriday, August 1
Others present were Mrs.
"Happiness Company", a ford, Oregon.
Mrs. Roland Fauk,(Esther Marie Shekell, Mrs. Mason
musical group from Alton,
will present a religious musical Brodersen), Canyonville, Thomas, and Mrs. , Wilbur
Weston.
at Jonathan Creek Baptist Oregon.
Assembly at 7:30 p.m. The public Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Petersen
(Norma Brodersen ), Otterville,
is invited.
M.o.
FOR CORRECT
The Murray-Calloway County Harold Ferguson, Joliet,
TIH.E and
Senior Citizens Club will have its
,
.
TEMPERATURE
potluck
Kent
Edwards
(Helen
Mrs.
and
meeting
regular
DAY OR Nli;HT
luncheon in the social hall of the Kee), South Bend, Indiana.
First United Methodist Church at Mrs. Murray Kee, Mrs. L E.
Brown, and Henry Erwin.
noon.
re,(11•(
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Woodall
An ice cream party for the N (Mildred Head), Ferguson, ltlo.
Providence Community .an • Mrs. Ed. !Wilson Farmer,
members of the New Provi 7.4 (Melvin Heady, Paducah.
of
Riding Club will be held at 7:30 Judge and Mrs Robert 0.
41 1/11.1%. ts,
p.m, at the riding club. Persons
having freezers are asked tc
bring a freezer of ice cream and
others to bring cookies and cakes

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meet

DEAR TALL: Change your image. Get some expert
advice es restyling your hair, how to apply makeup
artistically, and go In for more feminine attire. Come up with
some tickets Sr an invitation somewhere and =vide a man to
be year escort. It won't solve your problem overnight. but
It's a goad beginning. Good taw
DEAR ABBY: I just read that letter from "VITO TN
NAPOLJ" who reads your column in the Rome Daily
American. Vito says he is of Italian royal blood and would
like to meet an American lady who 'owns a late model
automobile. Then be requests all interested ladies send a
photograph of the automobile! Love that neapolitan sense of
humor
It just so happens I, too, have Italian royalty in my
background. [Province of Roma.] I am 5 feet 5 inches tall
and am a well-proportioned 130 pounds, have long, golden
brown hair, light skin and dark Italian eyes. Vito says he is
rt. I prefer my gentlemen about 10 years older. [Does he
have a brother?]
Any eligible Italian bachelor or widower with honorable
intentions who would like to meet a Binghamton [N. Y.] lady
may send me his photograph together with his letter of
introduction—written in Italian if he so wishes. I capeesh!
CARA CLARA

.•

Former Mason Memorial Hospital Nurses
Hold Reunion And Seminar During Week

She's sick of spending
time with the girls
By Abigail Van

Mrs. J. B.&sebum

(Wilson Woolley note.)
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Allen Bucy

The marriage of June Ryan 'The scoop neckline was
Roberts, daughter of Mrs. Faye sleeveless and fitted bodice was
Etheridge of Murray, to Michael featured with an accent of pink
Allen Bucy, son of Mr. and Mrs. satin defining the waistline. The
Thomas A. Bucy of Murray Route skirt was fashioned in ruffled
Five, was solemnized in a lovely tiers. She wore a Dior bow
summer wedding at the home of headpiece and accented her
the bride's mother on Meadow costume with other accessories of
Lane. Murray.
pale pink.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., She carried a French bouquet
minister of the First United of bridal pink rosebuds and
Methodist Church, officiated at baby's breath with an accent of
the ceremony read before an cathedral strand of pearls.
Improvised setting in front of the Mrs. Bobbie Jean Higgins was
The mantle was 'the only attendant for the bride.
fireplace.
centered with an arrangement of She wore a lovely beige sheer
yellow snapdragons, yellow dress and carried a Colonial
daisies, white daisies, and baby's bouquet of pink carnations,
breath flanked by cathedral statice lavender, yellow daisies,
candles in brass holders. Two white star burst plans, anl
nine branch candelabra holding baby's breath.
arrangements of yellow snap- Marshall Higgins served as
dragons, white daisies, baby's best man for Mr. Bucy.
breath, and Baker's fern.
Mrs. Etheridge, mother of the
Garrison, bride, chose to wear a yellow
Bobble
Mrs.
organist, provided the music for chiffon dress with yellow ac
cessories. The groom's mother.
the ceremony.
Saturday, August 7
The bride chose for her wed- Mrs. Bucy, wore a navy dress
The cleaning of the Ed Downs
ding an informal frock of white with matching accessories. Their
near Rushing Creek
venice lace and pale pink satin. corsages were of yellow Cemetery
in the Land Between
campground
rosebuds.
be held on
will
Lakes
Following the ceremony the
bride's mother was hostess for turday.
Sunday, August 5
the reception at her home.
The beautifully appointed table Members of Sinking Spring
was draped in an ecru peau de Baptist Church are urged to
soie cloth with a corner corsage participate in a drive to collect
Miss Margaret Emerson, 3f wedding bells and gold cord.
school supplies for Children's
bride-elect of Roger K. Fain, was The white wedding cake was Home. Please bring them to the
complimented with a lovely three tiers and topped with the
church by today for Rev. Ralph
household shower held on miniature bride and groom McConnell to take back with him.
Tuesday, July 27, at seven-thirty statuette, daisies, baby's breath
o clock in the escening in the and yellow rosebuds,
The Lyons'reunion will be held
social hall of the *eni Baptist After the reception the couple at Paris Landing State Park. A
Church.
left for a wedding trip with the basket lunch will be served at
The gracious hostesses for the bride wearing a pant ensemble noon.
o
occasion were Mrs. Jackie Fain, powder blue novelty knit with
Miss Betty Ann Rogers, Mrs. which she wore accessories
Monday, August 9
o
Larry Lamb, Mrs. R L. Ward, blending hue.
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Mrs. James Fain, Mrs. Carrol M. Mr. and Mrs. Bucy are now the First United Methodist
Rogers,Mrs.Will S. Rogers, Mrs. residing in Murray.
Church will meet at the social
H. S. Rogers, Mrs. James
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Rogers, and Mrs. Lenith Rogers.
For the special event the
The Executive Board of the
honoree chose to wear a lovely
Quota Club will meet at the
soft blue double knit dress with
Southside Restaurant at 5:30
white accessories and was
p.m.
presented a hostesses gift corsage of white carnations.
Miss Alice Kay Thompson, The American Legion and
A corsage of white carnations Paducah, announces the com- Auxiliary will meet at the Legion
was also presented to Mrs. Dan pleted plans for her marriage to Ball at 7:30 p.m.
Fain, mother-in-law to be of the James D. Gantt, Murray.
Camp
honoree.
The vows will be exchanged a Woodmen of the World
will have a family night
Mint and yellow as the color six-thirty o'clock in the evening
at the WOW Hall at 6:30
scheme used in the decorations on Saturday, August 7. at Sunny
and drinks
throughout the social hall.
Slope Church of Christ, Paducah, p.m. Meat, bread,
The honoree opened her many with Brother John Dale o will be furnished. Ladies am
lovely and useful gifts which had Murray officiating.
asked to bring salads and
been placed on the gift table The bride-elect has chosen her desserts.
overlaid with an off-white cloth sister Mrs. Phyllis Lowe,
Tuesday, August ii
with an embroidered outwork Bloomington, Indiana, to be
of
design and centered with a lovely matron of honor. Mrs. Sharon The members and friends
County
-Calloway
Murray
yellow floral arrangement. She Thompson, sister-in-law of the e
or Citizens Club will make a
was assisted in opening her gifts bride-elect, Miss Dixie ThompFor
by Miss Debbie Rogers, cousin of son, college room-mate of the bus trip to Nashville, Tenn.
call
4
August
by
reservations
the groom-elect.
bride, and Miss Janice ThompBirdie
Mrs.
Tolley,
Refreshments were served son,cousin of the bride-elect, will Bryan
Harrell, or
from the table overlaid with an serve as bridesmaids. Mis, Parker, Mrs. Ruby
off-white linen cloth with an Rhonda Sullivan. daughter of Mr. Mrs. Gusaie Adams.
embroidered cutwork design,and and Mrs. Julian Sullivan, ine meeting of the Baptist
with
a
lovely Paducah, will serve as flower Young Women of the Sinking
centered
arrangement of yellow and girl.
Spring Baptist Church has been
orange flowers and greenery Mr. Gantt has chosen Ernie postponed until August 17.
arranged In a silver tray. Other Williams, Murray, to be best Murray Star Chapter No. 433
appointments in crystal and man. Serving as groomsmen wi I Order of the Eastern Star will
silver were also used in serving be Gary Dick, Coldwater, Larry
7:30
meet at the Masonic Hall at
the mint and yellow accented Wilson, Murray, and Danny
tun.
Individual cakes, nuts, party Thompson, Paducah.
mints, and softly tinted yellow The register will be kept b
te
.
r
ataid:
.
.cP
sreniaends
dniu
Cmo:Bpso
ast
:
fP
e
mlin
puncb.
Miss Sandy Forsythe, Louisville. b
and Mra
isa
fives
Bran
ada
re
Approximately forty-five Serving at the reception, whir
attend the wedding and
persons were present or sent will follow at the church will be irivited to
the reception. No invitations are
gifts.
Miss Sandy Forsythe, Mrs. Judy.

1AL

753-6363

Potato roll-ups
Prepare mashed potatoes
without salt. Stir in finely
chopped cooked ham, sliced
green onion, chopped pimiento and thyme. Spread
on thin slices of cooked
ham and roll up. Arrange
rolls in shallow pan. Pour a
thin cheese sauce over all
and sprinkle with chopped
peanuts. Bake at 375 degrees until rolls are heated
and sauce is bubbly.
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Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
WORLD
of

the

Voyages- mBE0ATcEmi.
DAYTONA

BEACH

1
1
1

Bring your lighthearted spirit .
supply everything elite to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
• All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
• 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beech,
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard. baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center
bowling, theatre
•Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing

A

•

Write far free brochure, rates
Credit cards =nerve:
Americas Express, Olsen Chi,
at American,. Master Charge

55-

gager
IIACH MOTIL
low•
Motel Oceartfront Resort
Voyager Beach
g 2424 N. Atlantic Ave., Dept
Darters luck Florida

I'1.tJI..FN W

City

State_lip
oowmwool

Margaret Emerson
Complimented With
Household Shower

Thompson-Gantt
Vows To Be Read
Saturday Wedding

The best idea to come out of Detroit in years.
Imitation is the sincerest form Of
flattery, someone once said.
And never before has our modest
car been on the,receiving end of so
'
much flattery.
What with the Big 3 auto makers
coming out with o little 3.
And one even promising not to
change designs for five years. Of course, it wasn't always like
this.
Take 1949, for instance
The only people who liked the
Beetle then were the two who
bought it,

AD

But being first with on idea also
has its advantages.
Nobody, for example, has the experience we have working on a
single small car.
We've had the time to test our
idea.
And improve it thousands of times.
And refine it thousands of times.
Every step the others take, we've
been through before.
In fact, it's kind of funny now.
VVotching the makers of 425 horsepower engines try to catch vp with a
Volkswagen.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
'1100 Chestnut Strut. Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.

a.

7:
7:05
7:15
7:30
14:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10111
10:
11:11
U:30
11:11
12:
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
315
3:30
4:00
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30 ,
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:C0
11:30
12:C0

5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30 1
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:05
12:30
1:00
1:30>
2:00
2:30 '
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:25
5:30
600
6:31:
7:010
730
8.00
8-31
3.00
10.1
10 •'
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roll-ups
noshed potatoes
Stir in finely
ked ham, sliced
4 chopped pithyme. Spread
ces of cooked
311 up. Arrange
ow pan. Pour a
sauce over all
with chopped
ke at 375 derolls are heated
bubbly.
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A DATE TO REMEMBER
"the boys are busy on the
PARK FALLS, Wis. (UPI)—
Dan Racette, president of the It was then Recede realized
Park Falls Chamber of Com- he inadvertently neglected to
merce, is always thinking mention the invitation was for
ahead.
the 1972 Flambeau-Rarna.
He recently invited the Apollo
15 crew and their immediate Weli served
families to the 20th annual
WASHINGTON (UPI) Flambeau-Rama, a community You shouldn't have any trouble
event held the first weekend in finding a place to sleep in
August.
Andorra, the tiny country high
However, he received a in the Pyrenees Mountains betelephone call from Cape tween Spain and France: The
Kennedy expressing regrets American Automobile Associathat the astronauts would not tions reports Andorra, 179
be able to attend and explaining square miles boast 180 hotels.
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
• 00 Agrimetture USA 3ornrisor Semester
it
30 Farm Dmest
Summer Semester
m
:IN Tom Foolery
Jake Hem
• :30 Hectic and !trate Eddie Hill
WoodoeckerSarna
and
!Hedy
ig
it
•.
•"
62 :00 Dr. Doolittle
7 :30 Ph* Panther
irt :IN H. R. Pufnatuft
Arckle's Funhouse
so :30 MIMI Comes Grump Archie's Fuentes*

Lancelot Link. Secret
Chime

Hat Wheels
Sty Hamill

11

SATURDAV-APTIMINOON PROGRAMS
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I
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00 Baseball
.30 Baltimore vs.
:00 Nye York
:30 Baseball
00 Baseball
30 Baseball

Dastardly & /Miley
Jetsam
Where's MANN
Zeman's
Death Valley Days
Car and Tract
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2

00 Apollo 15 CoveragePItstoe
.30 Apc4lo 15 CovereseAcollo 13 Coverage

4

I E•zr=11°

C
J

00 Wilburn brothers
:30 Porter Wagoner

theatre

Apollo 15 Coverage
Reiser Mudd NOW/

American Bandstand
AnieriCan Bandstand
Larry Kane
Larry Kane
Wrestlin•
Wrestling
15 CovIrlee
IS Cov.raOs

"
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F Troop
Fishing
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:30 Movie:
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— 8:30
Summer Semester
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomrnorrow
Penelope Pigekip„
8.00
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Jambe,
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
11:00
Zoorama
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press make Room
12:30 Newsmakers
Movie
1:00
1:30
Pinpoint
2:00 Lost In Space
AAU TraCk& Field
2:30
3:00 Drama Special
3.15
3:30
4:00 Ebony Exp.
Big Valley
4:30 Adam 12
4:45
Reports
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
Animal World
6:30 DlaneYlend
7:00
Plavhnime
7:30 Red Skelton
Sonny-Cher
8:00 Bonanza
Henry VIII
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten News
10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
11:00
11:30
The Late Show
12:00

Weather
News
News
Gunsmoke
Here's Lucy
Mayberry RFD
Doris Day
Newcomers
News
Movie

Next Week's TV

shland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington -Ric hmond

Football And Golf To
Dominate Video Week
By jack gayer
NEW YORK (UPI)—The first
pre-season game of the American Football Conference will
be telecast Friday (13th) by
NBC when San Francisco plays
Miami at Miami.
ABC winds up play in the
American Golf Classic on Sunday and presents a documentary on blacks on Thursday.
Highlights (all times EDT unless noted. "R" designates repeat):
SUNDAY
ABC telecasts the final round
of the American Golf Classic at
Akron, Ohio from 4 to 6.
"Animal World" on CBS at 8
offers "An Amateur's Guide to
Love," with Rose Marie and
Michael Landon. Reactions of
unsuspecting people caught in
outrageous situations.
Ken Berry is the guest on
"The Sonny and Cher Comedy
Hour" on CBS at 8:30.
The second in the CBS series, "The Six Wives of Henry
VIII," at 9:30 deals with wife
No. 2, Anne Boleyn, played by
Dorothy Tutin. Keith Michell is
Henry.
The ABC movie at 9 screens
1966's "Africa—Texas Style,"
starring Hugh O'Brian as an
American cowboy hired to capture and tame wild game in
Africa (R).
MONDAY
NBC Comedy Theater" at f
offers "The Seven Little Foys,'
with Eddie Foy Jr., the Osmond Brothers and Mickey
Rooney in a story about the
Foy vaudeville family (R).
ABC's "It Was A Very Good
Year" 1st 8:30 reviews 1944;Mel
Torme, host-narrator.
The ABC movie at 9 screens
1965's "Sergeant Deadhead"
with Frankie Avalon in a tale
about an accident-prone GI who
escapes from the guardhouse
just as a top-secret missile is
about to be launched (R).
NBC's movie at 9 screens

"The Neon Ceiling," with Gag
Young and Lee Grant in a story
about an unhappily married
woman and her daughter who
run away from home (11)•
TUESDAY
"Make Your Own Kind of
Music" on NBC at 8 has Jose
Feliciano as guest star working
with The Carpenters and Al
Hirt, hosts.
ABC's movie at 8:30 offers
"The Man Who Wanted to
Live Forever," with Stuart
Whitman, Sandy Dennis and
Burl Ives in a suspense thriller
about sinister events at an isolated private medical research
foundation (R1.
NBC's movie at 9 screens
1966's "After The Fox," with
Peter Sellers, Britt Ekland and
Victor Mature involved in a
scheme to hijack a stolen shipment of gold bullion (R).
WEDNESDAY
NBC's "The Des O'Connor
show at 9 has American comedian Charlie Callas back as
guest star.
"Medical Center" on CBS at
9 has an episode about conflict
between a surgeon and his
critically ill ex-wife (R).
The Immortal" on ABC at
9:30 offers "Brother's Keeper."
Ben Richards thinks he has
found his brother after a long
search t R).
"NFL Action" on ABC at
10:30 covers 1970 National Football League highlights.
THURSDAY
"NBLost Playhouse" at
7:30 offers Perilous Times,"
with Peter Falk and Diane
Baker in a wartime romance
involving a war photographer
(R).
The CBS "Lancer" episode at
8 as an Irish lass conning Scott
Lancer into believing that her
larcenous father is a farmer
down on his luck (R).
The CBS movie at 9 wrens
1963's "Who's Mind*. The

Store" starting Jerry Lewis as
a bumbling department store
employee (R).
"Strangers In Their Own
Land—The Blacks" is a halfhour documentary on ABC at
10:30 focusing on the condition
of blacks in Detroit.
FRIDAY
NB(''s The High Chapparral'' at 7:30 p.m. presents
"Wind," story of an Indian lad
who repays his debt to the
Cannons who saved him from
being hanged as an accused
rustler R.
-The Interns" on CBS at
30 has an episode in which a
doctor is sued for malpractice
after performing an emergency
hand amputation on a champion billiards player (R).
NBC preempts "The Name
Of The Game" and "Strange
Report" for the pre-season AFC
game between San Francisco
and Miami at Miami.
The ABC movie at.9 screens
-Cannon," with William Conrad
as a private eye seeking to absolve his friend's wife of a
false murder charge (R).

MONDAY, AUGUST 9
4
B:0
3oRHHOIO
ST
D.ERic
0)
GERS' NEIGH5:00 SESAME STREET 0150.
For children. (C)
MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
Laura teaches Michael Row
Your Boat Ashore for the recorder, banjo, guitar and
autoharp. New banjo chord
is 8 minor and new recorder
notes are low and high E.
7:00 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES:
Ralph and Terry discuss enameled-ironware and briefly
discuss procelain marks.
7:30 THE FRENCH CHEF: A
Vegetable for all Occasions.
(R) (C)
0:00 WORLD PRESS. (C)
9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE
—The First Churchills. The
Lion and the Unicorn. (C)
10:00 BOOK BEAT: "Craig and
Joan" by Eliot Asinof. (C)
10:30 PANNED. For health
profess lona Is only.
TUESDAY,AUGUST 10
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #1111.
For children. (C)
0OR HMOIO
ST
D.
E(
RRO)G ER S' NEIGH6
6:0
G:30 MAKING THINGS GROW
The PH factor's not as m
terious as it sounds! Thal
assa explains it and other
Soil basics, as she mixes the
four basic soils.
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN:
The Finishing Touch. How to
do a proper hem; weiotiting
hems . correct pressing...
applying trims. A review of
the fashions completed on
the program. (C)
7:38 BOOK BEAT. (R)
5:00 PERSPECTIVES ON
VIOLENCE: David Brinkley,
commentator for NBC News,
gives a practitioner's assessment of the coverage of violence by the media. (C)

WKAS Ch. 25
Madisonville
WKGB Ch 53
Morehead
WCVN Ch 54
Murray-Mayfield
WSW. Ch 23 Owenton
WKHA Ch 35
Pikeville
WKLE Ch. 46
Somerset
Louisville WKMJ Ch. 60

wKMA
WKMR
WKMU
WKON
WKPI
WKSO

Ch. 35
Ch. 35
Ch 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

9:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH
. (C)
9:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA:
Lightnin' Hopkins. A word
and song portrait of this
ethnic musician whose roots
lie buried deep' in his Houston homeland. (C)
10:00 FANFARE: Leopold
Stokowski.
11:00 LAW OF THE LANG.
An information series on law
for the public. (C)
WEDNESDAY,AUG. 11
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NguaNBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #182.
For children. (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R)
7:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA.
(R) (C)
' 8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF: To
lair Roast A Chicken. (C)
6:30 BOBOQUIYARI: Roger
Kellaway Cello Quartet. (C)
9:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
10:00 REALITIES: Regional
Theatre: A Place for the Playwright. (C)
11:00 LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
THURSDAY, AUGUST 12
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #183.
For children. IC)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.(RI
7:80 MAKING THINGS GROW
7:30 TO BE ANNOUNCED.
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Four Washington
newmen discuss the week's
newsrnaking events. (C)
11:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: Heimskringla. (C)
10:00 EVENING AT POPS:
Carlos Montoya. (C)
FRIDAY, AUGUST 13
KEY:
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH(C) indicates program is in
BORHOOD.(C)
color.
(8) indicates repeat broad- 5:00 SESAME STREET #184.
For
children. (C)
cast
ALL TIMES ARE
EASTERN DAYLIGHT

SATURDAY
'NBC Adventure Theater" at
7 30 has "Echoes Of Evil,"
with Barry Sullivan and Jane
Wyatt in a tale of a retired
mobster meeting problems in
trying to reform (R).
The CBS "Mission: Impossible" episode at 7:30 deals
with foiling a plot to ruin a
friendly country (R).
"The Val Doonican Show" on
ABC at 8 features Phil Harris,
Bernard Cribbins and Millicent
Martin.
NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
The peregrine falcon also is
1969's "The Lost Man," Marring
Sidney Poitier in a drama known as the duck hawk.
we,
about a black organization
Phone 713-127a
planning a robbery to get funds
Vermont produces more 1
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
for the civil rights cause (RI. granite than any other state.
We Rave It — We WW Get It —Or It Can't Is Had

WALLIS DRUG

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

It Takes A Thief
News
Movie

5:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
7:00 Today Show
Bozo
8:00
Captain Kangaroo
8:30
Mike Douglas
9:00 Dish's Place
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of
Dick Van Dyke
Family Affair
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of life
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Love. American
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12:05
Singing Cony.
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal
12:30
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Height Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
Password
(Rimer Pyle
3:00 Another World
Lnev Show
3:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
Movie
4:00
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
5:25 News
5:30 News
600 Scene at Six
6:3iFrom a Bird's
7:00 Comedy
7.30
800 Movie
8:30
Ji 00
1000 Scene at Ten
10.30 Tonight Show
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News
Jeannie
Let's Make A Deal
Newlywed Game
It Was-Very Gd. Yr.
Movie

News
Dick Cavett

Consult Us . . .
Count On Us . To Help
you own the home that will make you happy!
See:

Bruce Thomas or Bobby Grogan

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan
608 Main Street -

Murray, Kentucky

Phone

753-7921

THE LEDGER & TIMES -

', KENTUCKY
KRA,

Draft Numbers For Men Born

Businessmen Support
Estate Tax Changes

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Buthdates of men born in 1952
and the order in which they
stand to be called for possible
military service in 1972, under
'Thursday's draft lottery:

June
11-202
12-273
13-47
14-113
15-8
16-68
17-193
18-102
19-44
20-30
July
12-169
12-278
14-307
15-88
16-291
17-182
18-131
19-100
20-95
21-67

September
21-16
11-329
12-308
13-94
14-253
15-303
16-243
17-178
18-104
19-255
20--313
October
12-257
13-236
14-36
15-758
16-159
17-188
18-134
19-163
20-331
21-282

November
11-244
12-259
13-247
14-316
15-318
16-120
17-298
18-175
19-333
20-125
December
12-249
13-204
14-275
15-3
16-128
17-293
18-73
19-19
20-221
21-341

The nation's independent Federation of Independent
business proprietors don't think Business. His bill would permit
the
the Federal Estate Tax is a dead appraisal on either
January
issue. Congress may treat it as decedent's cost basis, or the
22-108
12-228
1-207
one, but the business people are earning power of the business,
23-349
13-183
2-225
to
reform
basic
clamoring for a
whichever produces the higher
24-337
3-246
14-285
stop the tax h-urn being con- valuation. The mesure is op25-2
5
4-26415-32
fiscatory, at least in some cases. posed by only 10 percent of the
26.-114
5-265
16-74
22-15b
has
22-132
Tax
death)
(or
Estate
The
business owners with 8 percent
V—fl
6-242
17-9
23-171
many
of
23-151
forced sale or liquidation
undecided.
28-357
7-292
18-51
24-245
24-4
Kentucky
family-owned .business and
of
response
The
29-266
8-287
19-195
25-135
Congressman
25-121
in
farms, says
percent
businessmen shows 77
30-268
9-338
20-310
26-361
26-350
Robert Price of Texas, after favor of the Price bill, 12 percent
31-239
10-231
21-206
27-290
27-235
death of a principal owner opposed and 11 percent un11-90
28-174
28-127
because of what he calls decided.
29-101
February
29-146
"unrealistic" appraisals Land
Marginally-profitable
30-167
30-112
11-31
1-306
may be appraised on its highest businesses which, however, do
31-322
31-315
12-440
2-28
potential use, and this, combined provide sufficient income for a
a_250
13-118
with low profitability, little cash family are the most frequent
4_92
August
14-64
or few liquid assets, may doom losers to the Estate Tax. Senator
5_233
1-180
15-214
the business.
12-269
Fred Harris of Oklahoma
2-326
16-353
The problem is most acute for comments: "Unfortunately,
6-148
13-365
3-176
17-198
farmers in the path of ur- many revenue agents refuse to
7-304
14-309
ion
4-272
banization and industrializat
18-189
8-208
15-20
give any consideration what5-63
19-210
9-130
where real estate speculation is soever to the earning capacity of
16-358
A-MAZING-The bankers who are afraid of Lockheed
6-155
10-276
20-86
rampant.
17-295
a ranch or farm in determining
e
foam
of
polyurethan
maze
weird
by
this
proposed
seen
must have
7-355
The solution
18-11
its value for Estate Tax puranechoic
chamfrequency
March
in the aircraft maker's radio
8-157
Congressman Price, providing poses...they rely only on inflated
19-150
in
the
12-258
1-364
ber. Radio frequency signals are transmitted
9-153
alternative methods of Estate sale prices of similar farina
20-115
of
is
which
one
antenna,
test
13-173
by
received
2-184
support
and
won
chamber
has
10-25
Tax appraisal,
21-33
whim have been gobbled up by
high
over-the
looming
stanchion
14-203
a
on
business
3-170
seen mounted
11-34
from 82 percent of the
land speculators." He has in15-319
4-283
floor. The sawtooth and wedge-shaped foam absorbs
people polled by the National troduced a comparable bill into
from
16-347
5-172
radiating signals which otherwise would reflect
the Senate.
17-117
the walls and interfere with- the-test measurements -at 6-327
Representative -Price's
'7 -149
the plant in Sunnyvale, Calif.
18-168
measure would permit the
19-53
8-229
executor to choose the appraisal
9-77
20-200
method, either accepting in21-280
10-360
"market"
ternal Revenue's
11-332
value,or the higher of the the new
NEW YORK (UPI)-Beset by alternatives: the decedent's
April
uncertainties, the stock market original cost basis, or a value
11-324
In the beautifulSeabreeze section of Daytona
black
achieved,
was
problem
currently is locked into a based on average earnings over By GUY A. GOODINE
If you're one of those peo12-165
Beach Florida's year-round resort
year
but
school
students feel this
ple who needs to save
defensive posture, according to the past 10 years. The last
2-262
13-271
doesn't like to think about
King sire heated 'swimming pool, oceanside
of
it.
•
because
better
be
(UPI)
will
Okia.
R,
STILLWATE
Plan
Savings
most
It
Payroll
it. the
Standard & Poor's.
4-158
14-248
method would be based on the - Conservative Oklahoma, with
a
perfect solution to your
slow
under
was
a_
Is
"There
likely will remain so until there "price versus yield" multiplier
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Probktn15-222
granite image of discipline standing of the strong racial 5-294
You only have to think
Beach"
are signs of resolution of of common stocks, as reported its
16-23
about saving once and that's
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
within its colleges and universi- overtones this thing had," said 6-297
when you join.
economic problems or until periodically
17-251
' by the Federal ties, is finding itself losing that Lou Bullock, a student from 7-58
add•
is
Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
After that, money
stock prices erode to the point Reserve System. Thus, it would
ed to your savings every
• New color TV
18-139
Tulsa, Okla. "They realized 8-35
campus.
on
contentment
of
air
reyou
Whether
payday.
• New game room
of over-correction S&P adds. In treat the private business likes
19-49
member or not.
Oklahoma State University a bunch of people were mad 9-289
se greens fees to guests at 3 golf
While you're thinking
• Reduced
the meantime, the firm advises Publicly-owned corporation in at Stillwater, in north-central but they apparently did not 10-194
20-39
your
things,
other
about
remain
to
traders and investors
money will be adding up
determining "fair market Oklahoma, has had its first feel they were really grappling
hsihianleal, dog racing, auto racing, superb
• Ja
May
faster than ever before. Now
on the sidelines.
there's a bonus interest rate
taste of racial turmoil and, with a racial situation.
value."
12-52
1-154
on all U.S. Savings Bonds
"Most blacks have a feeling
Critics of the Estate Tax also though it lacked violent overB Bonds now pay 514%
13-105
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
when held to a maturity of
The summer rally has been a note that stocks and securities tones,it has prompted criticism of not being wanted here. They
the
(4%
14-267
months
10
years,
5
3-177
dud and money trouble has can be sold to satisfy the Estate of the administration for a are secluded in a strange culWrite today for fret brochure and rates:
first year). That extra 1'2%
15-162
is payable as a bonus at
ture."
begun to hurt the market, Tax, but privately-owned Firms "dangerous aloofness."
all
to
applies
This
maturity.
16-205
bonds issued since June 1,
There were only about 350 5-41
according to Janeway Service. generally have no such option.
Oklahoma State remained
17-270
1970 . . with a compara8-50
August is going to be a trying
peaceful during the freedom black students 'among OSU's
ble improvement for all old18-85
er bonds.
month for the market, with The Estate Tax has also caused wars and peace demonstrations 8,000 students last year and
Start building • nest egg
19-55
the easy way:
unemployment building toward sale of many privately-held from 1967 to last year, but on there may be less this year. 8-216
Sign up for the Payroll
20-119
9-311
they
have
said
blacks
Many
and
of
.
cry
cent,
the
a fourth-quarter 8 per
Savings Plan. Then forget It.
businesses prior to an owner's Nov. 12, 1970,
21-12
the new 7.2 per cent rate of death to avoid this crisis for racism at the school began to will not return to Oklahoma 10-220
State this year and are advising 12-107
inflation pointing to a 10.2 per heirs. So the tax has contributed be raised.
alleged
an
by
black high school seniors to
triggered
was
interest,
It
long-term
of
cent rate
to mergers and sales of such attack on three, blaek girls by look elsewhere.
Janeway says.
businesses to corporations and
resulted in
The outburst last year
conglomerates,it is charged. And white students ail
Trvrsiless, low-volume market this passage of land and business a week of protests, student prompted the black student
periods invite bulls to test from family ownership is one of strikes, a march on the Capitol community to renew requests
an un- they had submitted in 1968overhanging supply after minor the major reasons who in- at Oklahoma City and
meeting between school this time as demands.- They
declines, according to Hoppin, dependent businessmen are most usual
president Robert Kamm and included a black studies proWatson. Finding such supply, emphatic
supporting
in
black protesters.
gram, black counselors and
become
sellers
and
they retreat
Representative Price's Estate
The incident took much of sensitivity training for white Soil
the
more aggressive. Currently,
Tax reform bill, says the the campus by surprise.
teachers.
August is an ideal time to do
market appears to be wedged National Federation of
In"1 didn't realize there was a
"We don't expect to get soil testing according to County
Jones
Dow
a
between
in
dependent Business.
tense racial situation here," a action on all of them right Extension Agent Ted Howard.
industrial level of about 895 and
white student said.
now," a black student leader There are several advantages to
a support level at around 880, a
"Where have yOu been?" said. "We just want to see
collecting soil samples in the
range too narrow to persist 122,400 AND DEALING
a black girl overhearing the con- positive indications that some.
or early fall:
summer
any
but
days,
few
a
than
more
DETROIT (UPI)-Lewis Sut- versation asked. "You must thing will be done."
results are reliable for
The
carry
(1)
breakout would have to
Racism was on campus then
ter retired 10 years ago have your head in the sand.
above 910 or below 880 to be because he was "tired of There is a -complete blanket and will be there again this fall or spring treatment.
(2) The ground is usually dry
meaningful, the firm adds.
working." He's been playing between blacks and whites on year,said Dr. Richard Cummins,
farm work has usually
and
an assistant engineering prosolitaire ever since and still this campus."
Student senator Bill Arm- fessor and chairman of the slackened.
The market is magnifying its hasn't gotten bored.
(3)The work load is soil testing
strong blames the administra- Oklahoma Civil Liberties Union.
problems and ignoring such
in tion.
alone
lives
who
71,
Sutter,
is usually low.
the
as
Foi
on
"We've
laboratories
it
campus
developments
and
favorable
said he
"We have a hierarchy that is we haven t made any overt
(4) The person making
strong advance in second- a basement apartment,
quarter corporate profits, the averages about 40 games a day stupid, opportunistic and moves to cope with it," he recommendations has more time
one. basically dishonest," he said. said. "The-- university slowly
Alexander Hamilton Institute and keeps a record of each
to consider each test result inhe's "If black guys had molested became integrated without any dividually.
1961,
1,
June
Since
to
time
good
a
is
This
believes.
of soli- white girls there would have transitional steps to deal with
(5) The farmer has more adbuy quality stocks in anticipa- played 132,400 games
out only been a lynching."
it. Lickilig an institutional pro- vanced notice of his lime and
;tion of a psychological turna- taire, but has worn
decks of cards in the
The incident promiSed the gram,the only thing you can do fertilizer needs.
/round, the investment adviser seven
n to take another is try to get groups of people
administratio
says.
(6)Lime,phosphate and potash
look at the campus situation together. That hasn't done very can be applied in the fall when the
and, if an awareness of the well, lately."
land is dry and firm whether the
application is for fall-sown or
Spring-sown crops.
Lime, phosphate and potash
can be applied any time of the
year without loss from leaching.
However, there might be some
loss if the materials are applied
The Datsun 2-Door and Datsun4-Door Sedan have
on steep, bare land where heavy
in conunon-fine car features.
or
something
run-off
rapid
rain can cause
soil erosion will carry some of the
•96 HP overhead cam engine
material with it. These materials
•&main-bearings for longer engine life
and
hay
on
dressed
can be top
•Up to 25 MPG economy
pasture fields after any harvest
during the year or before growtlk
•All-synchro 4-on-the-floor (optional 3-speed automatic)
starts in the spring. They can be
Fully independent rear suspension
•
land
op
applied on row-cr
•Safety front disc brakes
inunediately after harvest or on
sod land in the fall or winter for
•Whitewalls
any crop that is to be planted in
All-vinylinterior
•
The people we lend money to
the spring.
than
no
better
canbe
Many more no-cost extras
test
•
soil
A
tell us what to do.
the sample you collect. If you
a Datsun
then decide.
Drive
We lend money to farmers and ranchers
have any questions about proper
the
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
sampling, call or come by
buy stock in PA. That way, they tell us
Extension Service office for a
what to do.,,They decide who is really going
of leaflet 139, "How to
copy
to run our operation.
a Good Soil Sample."
Collect
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
OLIVE LEAVES
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
who heed- and use -our service. So we
FUKUOILA, Japan (UPI)know all about their special money needs
Typhoon Olive ranked Japan's
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
southernmost island of Kyushu
help, medical bills, educational expense's
today, leaving it heavily flooded
And we know how to taibr repayment programs to their production and income
and swept out to sea
Talk over your money needs-any sea.
Officials said at least seven
,son of the year -with a seasoned money
were dead, five reportPersons
nro • the man at PCA
ed missing and 14 injured.
was
transportation
Jackson Purchase Production
All
So, 12th Street --Open Evenings Till 8:00 — Phone 753-7114
knocked out including railroads,
Credit Association
Offishipping.
and
air traffic
Keys Keel, Office Manager
cials said 77 roads were washed
Phune 753 5602
30:, Ni h 4th Streit
out.

Walt Street
Chatter

Racial outlook dim
at staid Oklahoma

BEACH MOTEL

• DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

August Is
Ideal For
Test
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Baptist

P52

umber
-244
Si
447
-310
4111
-119
490
-175
-333
-125
*ober
-240
-30I
-V5
-3
429
-293
-73
-19
-221
-341
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PAGE SEVEN

Nazarene

•
Scotts Grove
Worship Service
1100
Evening worship
7:30p.m.

21-330
22-93
23-131
24-02
Z-97

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

27-240
X-31
29-230
30-14

First baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

22-156
23-171
24-245
25-135
23-361
27-290
M-174
29-101
30-167
31-322

I) a.m.
8 p.m.

Norttiside
Morning Worship
EvelhitICI Worship

Murray Church
aday School
108.m.
hi a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

United,310 Wean Ave.
Sunday School
108.m.
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
United, New Coward
Sunday School
10 a.rn •
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
pm.
First Assembly Of God
Church School
1000
Worship Service
11:00

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins ChM* United
Sunday School
108.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
South Pleassit Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
930cm.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School

Brooks Chapel United
Worship servicer, at 9:30 a.m. 1st
1 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Blood River
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m. and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Evening Worship
7:30p.m. Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Memorial Baptist
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
Evening Worship
6:30p.m. 9:30 a.m. ith Sunda).
Kirksty United
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship 6:30 12•771.
7:00P.m.
Coldwater United
Church Sch
10:00
Flint Baptist
Worship ServiCe
1100
118.m.
Morning Worship
Temple Hill United
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
10 a.m.
Momma WorshIP
Cherry Corner
11 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
First Methodist
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
Worship
10:50a.m.

suttee et Daytona
I resort

sing'pool, oceanside

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Wid's Most Famous

Telephones
swift, efficiencies

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7 15 p.m.
Evening Worship

'0 guests at 3 golf

auto racing, superb

Christian

ITUNTK OCEAN

First Christian
worship Services
10:30 a.m , 7
p.m

Cklits Wit rota:

AM MOTEL

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
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University
AAorning Worship
10:30a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:4 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

Pentecostal

S. 1971
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New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Sinking Sprints
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
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Union Grove
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30 P•rn •
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
if):40 a.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
6p..m.
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Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
WOrship Service
North Plesant Grove
108.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Plesant
Mount
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Pint Presbyterian
9:30
School
a.m.
Church
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
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Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a.m.

:
:

I
0
fall

things —a man measuring his religion with an
eye-droppen
r. A eye-dropr
eye-dropper is used to administer small doses of
medicine but it is not proper in the reel" of religion. The
mercy of God is an Deems divine, a botuidless and fathomless deep.
An eye-dropper is much too small to convey riches so abundant
How unfortunate is that life that will attempt to take the bounties
di God with an eye-dropper. Yet, there are those among us who
are satisfied with second-hand religion...the kind a man gets • •
when - he attempts to let his wife do his church-going for him God
seeks to talk to all of us direct Mister, He doesn't want
your wife delivering yours via the eye-dropper. Go to church...
listen to the Divine voice of Gbd as He seeks to pour His
infinite grace and goodness into your soul. Don't be
satisfied with such small measure...an eye-dropper lull.

:

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m.,4:30

5

Russells Chalwi United
10 a.m. Saturday Mass
Sunday School
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Jehovah's Witnesses
Worship Services at 11 am.
.
1st &
1030
a.m.
Watchtower
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd 1 Ott
9:30 a.m..
Bible Lecture
Sundays
.
Lynn Grove
Way man Chapel A.M.E.
W
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
St. John's Episcopal
COW'S Camp Ground
Sunday School
10:15 a.m..
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sundae
Immanuet Lutheran
Dexter-Hardin United
9 15am
Sunday School
10 30a m
Morning Worship
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Sundays,
11:00
a.m.
1st & 2nd
Seventh Day Adventist
3rd 1 4th Sunday, 6:30 P.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
1st & 3rd 1 4th Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
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"Fw where year Inman it thert will yew Mat he Its"

Compliments of

Grecian Steak House

"It's Finger

COMMERCIAL
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy.Seat Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Admiral - Tappan - Whirlonnl
Phone 753-3037

Ilialtdinet

Phone 753-1675

Bowling

At Its Best - Fine Food

1415 Main Street

Phone 7M-2252

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop Kulti cRoot Biz% 21.ive-gn

A P P0 1Ptili
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Lickin' Good"

Gr a,n

Division

E. W. Outl 11111. SIIIA
Holmes Ellr, \I .
I' .c 753 It2211

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S. 4th

/
.I \. .

AUTHORIZED MERCURY
OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Fiberglass & Alumnium Boat Repairs
SALES 1. SERVICE
W. End Eggner's Ferry, U S 68
Ph 474.2344
Aurora
. -

Your Johnsen Meters Dealer
Sales, Forts, Service • Complete Beating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734
I

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

A._ _o

Flowers for All Occasions
"For All Your Fel lilizer Needs"
F.T.D.
l'Ina li. 7,3 1933
iirr.i. hi
MemberNi
753-3251
502 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In

1.1..0i.l

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Pk 733-5334

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D. Clopton - Div.

Southside Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Set.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Ream Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 31192
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Air Conditioning
Plum, ni 4832

Heating - Sheet Metal •

Block E. of S 12th

,
Center

r

Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 92.00 or More

12th & Chestnut
_

Susie's Cafe

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires-Batteries-Accessories

(221.11

Phone 753 1489

el

Alr Ciandiflening-Heating-CommercistRefrie•relion

Open 6:00 a.m. • Close 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Street - Phone 753-9131

Murray

South 2nd St

National lintel Building

Ph. 753-3571

I

Bel Air Shopping

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Free Fick-Up and Delivery

Rudy Lovett

Smiles Never Go Up
In Price
Nor Down In Value

Storey's Food Giant

eres
The Cleaner That's Interested
In You

641 Super Shell

losimmo

Your Uni-Reyal Tire Dealer

ir

Boone's Incorpo rated

753- 5t/12

II

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue

SERVING MURRAY &CALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
-2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
-Aerotron Sales & Service
Ph. 733-31191
Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center

Fa A Mental And Spiritual Tonic---Try Going To Church.

'qt.
ii - Farm - Building Lots
Resioentiai - Commircal
Buying - Selling • Leasing
and Lake Property
Phone 77,A 7,21
511 LV NI lii

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Phone 753-7102

Plu me

1.----

.

Murray Livestock Co.

Bob's TV Service

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Selection of Relishes . Salads Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy 641 `,, '1.
Phone 75 i 2;90

A Choice

and

4thi
.:syccunoss
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mack and Mack

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

I

Shirley Florist

Phonr., 753 2997

I

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Phone 753 644/

Service Thresegh Knowledge
Pnone 753 8181
802 Chestnut

RESIDENTIAL

RI So. 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Stooks - Cbep2 - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Slrioin Stook - Tue., Ramey* Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chickens - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sendwichs
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101.

Top Quality Used Cars

Moir

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Ill South 12th

Pittway fried ekidism

Sth at Chestnut

et A.E....A

-

Sales and Service

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Ambassador. Hornet- Matador-Gremlin- Jeep

Points

•• •

...iiiier

Local Churches
Welcome Visitors
500 Main Phone 753 3231
Branch Office So. 12th In Story - 753-6655

Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales

Five

•

i•

-*Ileqp!%°' ..;.
'
•o-,;
..-

CI:

Dunn TV & Appliance

Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC

American ,

A,
7.1
:

•

--Z -._ _

..

'.....4.1%..

Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Rood
Phone 753-1319

Points

• r • • ••

1

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Fivn

••

„..,
r

1II

U

,•

Ph. 7S3•30113

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them

r

1
e
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•
a
•
Ile Val
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'
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This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Th• Buairwarnan's Choice For Fine Printing
403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky
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TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
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53-7114

Church Of Christ
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Ward-Elkins

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

.

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753- I i 13
403 Maple

Oil Products
SHIM Jobbers of Shell

w

Murray arid May(ield

ir

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service
Rep.) rs A le0allatilies - Gas A se,
Phone, 753.6168
501 N. 4tn

Egaffsa
M11011111

Complete Auto Repair

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

GEORGE DOWDY. OWNER

I G0

Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Ph 753 5855

101 N 7th

Industrial Road
*

'1

Pt.v-.e 753 2924

1
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SOVIET LIE TECHNIQUES

Officials cite Russian
space program frauds
Editor's Note: This is the last
in a series of four articles
analyzingthe Soviet Union's
campaign to discredit the West
and sow confusion with
deception, fraud and forgeries.
By L. EDGAR PRINA
Military Affairs Editor
Copley News Service

Soviet scientists are explicitly
instructed to- try to mislead
Weitern scientists concerning
the subject and degree of
success -of their current
research."
The belief that the Kremlin is
vitally interested in misleading
the United States 1"Glavni
Vrag" or "Enemy No. 1"1 and
the West in the scientific field is
supported in the Rand Corp.
study, "Deception in Strategic
Missile Claims, 1957-1962."
Here is what the study concluded:
"Since 1957, the Soviet
leaders, principally (Premier
Nikita S. Khrushchev and some
top military figures, have
practiced deliberate,
systematic and sustained
strategic deception."
The apparent purpose of this
disinformation effort was to
lead the West and the
nonaligned nations to conclude
that the USSR possessed intercontinental ballistic missiles in
large numbers at a time
(immediate post-Sputnik
period) when the U.S.
capability in this field was not
fully developed. Thus, there
was the phony U.S. "missile
gap."
The deception was aided by
private conversations with
Western diplomatic and
political leaders as well as by
public statements from Soviet
officials.
The United States and its
particularly
are
allies
vulnerable to Russian scientific
deception -disinformation when
programs in the research and
development stage are involved.
This is because the West is
largely dependent upon information received through
channels which are completely
under Soviet control: published
articles which have been
1arefully screened; equipment
shown in Soviet parades; wellchaperoned visits to Soviet

WASHINGTON — Was the
Soviet Union ever really racing
the United States to the moon?
Maybe yes, maybe no. But
they made Americans think so.
And after a prodigious 10-year,
$20 billion effort, the United
States got there first. The
Russians still haven't got there,
with a man on the lunar surface.
Perhaps there will never be a
definite answer on the moon
race question, but U.S. officials
are convinced that one of the
missions of the Soviet secret
police or KGB is to carry out
deception and disinformation
campaigns as to the USSR's
scientific and space programs.
The KGB unit in charge of
their "big lie" operations is its
Department of "Dezinformatsiya" (disinformation)
or simply, Department D.
Staffed by 60 to 75 experts in a
wide variety of fields, it
operates under the over-all
direction of the powerful
Central Committee of the
Communist Party.
Department D, located in
KGB headquarters in the
notorious Lubianka Prison
building in downtown Moscow,
specializes in the "dirty trick."
Its operatives use such
weapons as forgery, fraudulent
documents, false news stories
and rumors and fabricated
intelligence reports.
•'Scientific disinformation,
both creating false impressions
of Soviet capabilities and
diverting Western research
into nonproductive channels, is
an important part of Department D's responsibilities," a
U.S. official said.
scientific establishments and
"A former KGB officer has
like.
reported that one of the aims of
-Given the security controls
the KGB at the time Depart- surrounding Soviet scientists
molt D was created was to and.. scientific installations
carry out deception concerning caniscted with military or
the satellite program of the space activities, it is extremely
USSR. He also told us that difficult to obtain independent

verification of information
through sources assuredly
under ow control and,hence,to
identify the scientific deception
operations presumably being
directed against us by the
Department 1)," a U.S. official
said.
American scientists, as a
whole, are renowned for their
political naivete and social
consciousness. And the Soviets,
particularly the Department D
experts in the KGB, are quick
to exploit them.
A classic example of how the
their
employ
Russians
scientists in the shoddy
business of disinformation was
produced during the visit to the
United States of Dr. Pyotr
Kapitsa in the fall of 1969.
Kapitsa, dean of Soviet
physicists and director of the
Moscow Institute of Physical
Problems, made the U.S.
scientific circuit. He visited
Harvard, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Bell
Laboratories, the National
Academy of Sciences, Stanford, the California Institute of
Technology and Rockefeller
University.
Thus, he met and chatted
with many of America's most
eminent scientists. Did he
spread any Soviet disinin the process? if an
formation
interview in the New York

KRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES —
about four weeks following an
LOSS
— He believes in the "con- BRONCOS (UPI)—The Denver appendix operation.
DENVER
vergence concept," that is, that
the National Footthe Soviet and American Broncos of
Wednesday an- EDERLE HONORED
League
ball
de
systems are coming closer and
punter NEW YORK (UPI)—Gertru
veteran
that
nounced
closer together through a
Ederle, who 45 years ago swam
van
Billy
receiver
scientific approach.
and wide
the English Channel—the first
Kapitsa didn't do badly for Heusen will be keg to the club
one interview. He supported
the arguments of those
I'M 6LAD I liAD TIME TO
50 HERE I AM'\
American scientists who op5Pg 6000-V lb tie TENTMATE
ON THE BU5
pose the Safeguard ABM
RETI)RNIN6 HOME
system for defending our landFROAk CAMP.
based Minuteman missiles and
as
doubts
stimulated
to the
wisdom of huge expenditures
on armaments, particularly
since the systems of the two
superpowers are converging.
The fear of a Sino-Soviet war,
which was expressed by
Kapitsa,came after a Kremlin- Nancy
inspired campaign of rumors to
ROLLO THE RICH KIP
the effect the USSR was conTOOK ME TO A
sidering a surprise attack
MOVIE LAST
against Red China's nuclear
DRIVE-IN
facilities.
NIGHT AND IT COST HIM
"What was particularly
peculiar about this campaign
( 1968-69) was that young and
middling Soviet diplomats, who
all rarely talked to Americans
abroad, let alone revealed to
them Soviet intentions or
thinking on any subject, suddenly appeared to be friendly,
forthcoming and talkative on
the subject of Sino-Soviet
relations," a U.S. official said.
"Simultaneously, Western
The Colonials
journalists in Moscow, including one widely regarded as
AS A mAN OP
iHEtZE
a KGB asset, and distinguished
MEDICINE ,
foreigners who had visited the
,^,\Y DUTY TO
S-r- AND TO
Kremlin, began peddling the
EX PE R t t'snEENIT
same line — the irreconcilability of the two superpowers. A preemptive nuclear
strike is the message the
Soviets seemed,to want to get •-,
across to the United States and
to the West.''

=MEI

time ever for a woman—was
Wednesday at a
honored
luncheon sponsored by the
Flushing, N.Y. Chamber of
Commerce.
There are practically no
vending machines in Peru.

FRIDAY—AUGUST 6, 1971
Store dishwasher detergent
in a dry place and keep the
box closed. It's a good idea to
buy detergent where the product has a rapid turnover and
hasn't been sitting on the shelf
for a long period.

ACTUALLY, IT 4IA5 KIND
OF A 5AD PARTIN5... I'LL
NEVER FORGET HIS
LAST LJORD5 lb ME...
By

*75

FOR
A DRIVE-IN
MOVIE
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Times (Oct. 9, 1969) is any
indication, you can be certain
he did. He made these
8
statements:
— ABM (antiballistic missile) systems are intrinsically
Abner
very costly, yet they are
SHE GOT A HEART
SMILED?
SKIP IT!! HE WON
JEST 014E /ACRE
inevitably ineffective. If ABMs
AS BIG AS ALL
WAS
MAH HEAR7 WHEN
MILE — AN'WE
are deployed in the United
HE SMILED
REACHES'YORE
LAUGHIN?! OUTPOORS.r.r
States, it will only increase the
ACRE FULL0'
number of ICBMs in the Soviet
GOLD!!
LOUISVILLE,—Employees
Union.
CgoHY
T▪O
— Large amounts of money who are reimbursed for moving
SPEAKcan be wasted in poor expenses will find it easier to
•
space claim deductions for 1971, the
of
management
Internal Revenue Service said
programs; the USSR is more today.
)
4
1
4
4
expert in this field than the
Starting this year, employers
United States.
ire required to give their em- 4
1
0
‘1
— Soviet spending for space
iloyees a new IRS form detailing
programs is "several times
affica.
less than the amount the moving-expense payments. The r4.
42
8-6
will
help
employees
reakdown
United States spends.
— He is deeply concerned ti compute the moving-expense
over the danger of. military iqpluction on their 1971 Federal,
confrontation between tat ilicorne x.return, the IRS said
Of the morethan 14.5 million
Soviet Union and Communist
working people who moved last
Mina
•
year, IRS studies show that more
...oat 64.. aria..
than one million taxpayers were
eligible to claim deductions for
• .Il ek
moving expenses.
Beginning in 1970, the movingjiat•tesa Omni.
expense provisions of the tax law
were expanded to include several
new deductible categories of
expense. In addition to travel
expenses and the cost of moving
household goods, employees
moving to a new residence can
now deduct expenses for house.
huntingtrips, temporary
quarters, and selling their old
residence and acquiring a new
one.
The new IRS Form 4782,
"Employee Moving Expense
Information," must be given to
the employee no later than
January 31, 1972. Any reimbursement for moving expenses
must also be shown on the employee's Form W-2(Wage & Tax
Statement), the IRS said.
To claim the moving-expense
deduction, the employee may
attach Form 3903, "Moving
Expense Adjustment," or a,
* Heated Swimming Pool
statement of moving expenses
* City Water and Sewer Service
incurred to—his tax return for
* Picnic Area with Gas Grill
* Tennis Courts & Shuffleboard
1971. Forth 4782 is for information
only and does not have to be filed
* Garbage and Trash Collection
* Free Cablevision
with the return.
Copies of IRS Form 4782,
* 10' & 12' Wides Accepted
* Large Spacious Lots
"Employee Moving Expense
Information," will be available
* Many, Many More Luxuries
after August 15 at IRS offices. An
earlier IRS announcement said
the form would be available this
month.

Moving Expenses
Easier to Claim
On '71 Tax Form
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NOTICE

1

Beginning Monday,
August 9, 1971

will be OPEN for business

Where you can live in the private world of luxury at no extra cost!

at 9:30 a.m. each day
and
will CLOSE for business
at 3:30 a.m. each day

THE PALACE
DRIVE-IN
At 5 Points
Murray, Kentucky

Look What $32
Will Buy

Rittivia extvit4

The Palace Drive-In

Your Business Is Always
Appreciated at ...

kw**

gittivia, &tux& offer . .

Hospital Report
kugust 3, 1971
kDULTS 99
NURSERY 9
NO NEWBORN ADMISM o•s
DISMLSSALS
Mrs. Janet Fay Croiw,
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Benton.
Minnie Estelle Adams, Rt
Farmington, Mrs. Ann Elm ,'
Wilson, No. 19 Univ,
Hiehgts, Murray, Mrs.
Davis Ricketts and Baby Ru%
13 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Chaptnan4 Rt. 1, Dexter. ‘1.
Loiiie Lois Pirtchettow
Hardie Lee Adams, Ft ,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lillie I
,107 N. 7th, Murra
ah Lydia Cain, 708 M.
, Murray, Buel M(Po-,
expired), Rt. 1, Murray
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One Month Park Rent Free!
giviVia &wit&
Lot Rentals Start at
132 per Month

waildjaithddaelhpahAL•NANiaa"VILA

r.CIA44WWUALii.
Arekiesai,a44.4,4 **atm.mass...6.4

Jekiak

Why Not Move To
Yitfivta &twit%
The most luxurious
mobile home park
in the State of Kentucky

U. S. Highway 641 North
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Telephone (502) 753-3280
•
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Sunday
School
Lesson
_ By Dr. H. C. Chiles
FAMILY CONFLICT AND RECONCILIATION
Genesis 27:4345; 33:4-11
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Wall Street
Chatter
YORK (UP!)—The
NEW
central thread of a long-term
bull market is still intact, Spear
& Staff believes. At the
moment, it adds, many investors have lost sight of such
basic considerations as the
official end of the recession, the
pickup in business activity, the
improvement in corporate profits, improved relations between countries, the wind-down
in our Vietnam involvement,
and the continuing expansion of
the money supply. It probably
will require a selling climax
accompanied by rising volume
to clear the air, the firm says.

Unfortunately Esau and Jacob were deprived of equal parental
affection. Esau was his father's favorite, and Jacob was the
favorite of his mother. That sort of a family situation is always
tragic. Such partiality always results in jealousy and the lack of
harmony in a family.
Cherishing a treacherous spirit, and having yielded to the
practice of favoritism, and being unduly and extremely ambitiou.5.
for Jacob, Rebekah devised a deceptive scheme and urged Jacot
to carry it out. In a most crafty and despicable manner Jacot
The big improvement in the
took unfair advantage of his hungry brother, Esau, in a moment
of extremity and defrauded him of his birthright. With tta economy is still to come and
assistance of his scheming mother,Jacob deceived his father and will be effective, Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis says.
obtained the coveted blessing.
What a pity that Esau was a slave to the visible, the tangible Meanwhile, astute investors
and the material, and lacked an appreciation of the invisible, and may have an opportunity to buy
the spiritual, and sold his birthright! Esau proved his lack of well-selected stocks in anticipaappreciation of his birthright and sold it at a very cheap price, but tion of a more general investor
he hurt deeply when he realized what Jacob, at the suggestion of realization later on that things
are indeed looking up.
their mother, had done to him.
Angry Esau resolved that he would murder Jacob at his first
The fact that odd-lot sales
opportunity. So, to remain at home was no longer safe for Jacob.
Quick counsel with his mother started Jacob swiftly toward the have recently been almost
habitation of his uncle, Laban. Her advice revealed that Rebekah double purchases is a favorable
sincerely hoped that Esau's anger would subside in a short time, sign for the market, according
and that he would carry out his intention to murder Jacob. She to Wright Investors' Service.
anticipated that ere long she could visit Leber' and bring Jacob Historically, it notes, a rising
sales
stock
ti
ratio of
home with her.
The "few days" lengthened into twenty years, and it is entirely purchhes by small investors
than leads, stock
possible that Rebekah never Jacob after he fled from home. Sin follows,
always causes separations of one kind or another. Jacob's heart market declines. In addition,
must have been very heavy as he thought about his terrible sin the general public does not
which forced him to leave home and family, and to flee from his return to the market until the
angry brother whom he had wronged. Time proved to Jacob,as it latter stages of an extended
has to many others, that he could not do wrong and escape the price advance, the analyst
adds.
consequences thereof.
Jacob had deceived his aged father, and then he lived long
Hopes for a summer rally
enough to experience the bitterness of being deceived through the
when the
trickery of Laban. It was,is, and ever,shall be true that one reaps were shattered
what he sows, whether the seed be good or bad.Instead of wroking market broke down decisively
seven years for the wife whom Laban promised him,Jacob had to out of its recent stalemate,
work fourteen years. He had many heartaches while he resided in James Dines & Co. says.
Haran. Laban was not willing for Jacob to leave when he sought However, it still may be true
that the decline will prove to be
release from his supervision.
After twenty years in Haran,during -which he had experienced only a "modulation" into
numerous disappointments,and had acquired eleven children and speculative stocks, rather than
considerable wealth, Jacob started his journey homeward. a general collapse, it adds.
However, before he could return home,it was necessary for him
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stock
to confront Esau and be reconciled. Jacob sent messengers to watchers might as well go on
inform him that he was coming to meet him. In due time the vacation in August, Filor,
messengers returned and informed Jacob that Esau, ac- Bullard and Smyth says. While
•.mpanied by four hundred men, was coming to meet him.
number of positive factors
Wondering if his coming might mean a massacre instead of a now are appearing in the
,.leasant reception, Jacob decided to divide his people and economy, none is likely to have
•
' - in the ttepeihnemerrie ifilreeseepeigfercheirttver in' &Ott ttlffledffff-tillpaft
•, event that the worst should happen.
market, it adds. The firm
, Jacob sent messengers to Esau with an earnest request for a believes accumulating cash by
• manifestation of genuine mercy. He also sent a sizable gift getting rid of unpromising
secure Esau's good will. After he had sent ahead the women situations is the most construcchildren, Jacob spent a night in earnest prayer to God. From tive action an investor can take
Jacob received sufficient strength to face Esau, and at this point.
.urageously acknowledge that he had done him wrong, and to
. est his forgiveness. He had arrived at the time and place
Set a tentative downward
• re he was willing to take the road of humility and prayer in target at 838 for the Dow Jones
.er to obtain forgiveness and reconciliation.
Industrials and maintain a
After his remarkable experience with God, Jacob wanted to flexible staRce on the market,
make amends for his wrongdoing and to find favor with his E. F. Hutain advises. During
irother. to placate Esau, whom he had injured, and as an ex- the current corrective phase it
ire,ssion of his sincere desire for reconciliation with him, Jacob would be wise to watch for
tent ahead a very generous gift. Esau courteously declined to 'positive diversions between
incept his generous offering on the grounds that he too had been certain industry groups and the
dlessed with prosperity and was no longer in need. At the in- general market itself, the firm
sistence of the donor Esau accepted the gift.
suggests.
When Jacob met Esau, he bowed to the ground seven times,
whereupon Esau greeted him with deepest affection, con
Wall Street should have taken
the fearful expectation of Jacob. The mingling of the
the most recent mutual fund
relief and joy in this act of reconciliation was a hea
net redemption figures as good
scene indeed. When they were reconciled, Esau accepted Jacob's
news indicating that the indusextraordinary present as an evidence of his forgiveness and as an
try's position has moderately
assurance of their reconciliation, which was long overdue
improved, Dean Witter beWonderful as their reconciliation was, it would have been far
lieves. These should be the last
better had they avoided the family conflicts and strife.
net redemption statistics for a
while, barring violent stock
gyrations, the firm adds.
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taxpayers.
most frequently asked by

Q) What should you do if
you get a bill for taxes you've
already paid?
Ai If you have paid the tax
recently, keep the notice until
you get your canceled check.
The notice was probably issued hefore the payment had
been credited to your account.
However, if the payment
was made more than four
weeks ago, return the notice,
indicating when the payment
was made and where it was
sent.
If you have a canceled check

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

's As

federal
This column of questions and answers on
U.S.
the
of
local
office
the
by
tax matters is provided
public
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a
column answers question'
service to taxpayers. The

Q) I gave my son $2,10 toward his purchase of a car.
Do I include this sum as part
of his total support furnished
by me?
A) No. The purchase of an
automobile is not considered
when determining total support, whether your son purchased the car or whether you
purchased it for him.

Arr.,

othcr

for the payment, also indicate
any numbers stamped on the
check by the IRS. This will
help trace payment.
Q) Our first baby is due
next month. When can I start
taking an extra exemption so
that my withholding will be
reduced?
.A When the child is born,
you may make a change in
your withholding. To do this,
another withholding exemption certificate, Form W-4,
must be filed with your employer.
04) I purchased a summer
home at the shore. In addition
to interest, I paid "points."
Is this amount deductible as
interest?
Al If the payment is compensation solely for the use or
forbearance of money, it is interest and is deductible. How-

PARKER FORD INC.

ever, it you paid this charge
to compensate the lender for
specific services, such as settlement, appraisal or notary
fees, he performed for you in
connection with your account,
it is not interest and not deductible. For more details, see
IRS Publication 530, Tax Information on Deductions for
Homeowners. You can obtain
one free by sending a postcard to your IRS district office.

Leather is young
Long leather thongs that
end in authentic American
Indian tribal pendants separate the under 30s from
the over 30s. This particularly and almost exclusively
young embellishment sometimes is worn with leather
earrings in all shapes and
sizes and bracelets that
wrap the wrist in leather,
too. And, of course, there
are leather rings. All these
things are brightened by
dyes .and paints in Indian
patterns.
Vine crops such as cucumbers, squash, pumpkins anct
muskmelons need a rich soil
containing plenty of organic
matter.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
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Buy One at Reg. Price, Get One For ... 1`
* A BARGAIN IN ALL 48 TANKS *
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1971 NEW CAR TIRE!
SILVERTOWN BELTED
III Designed for today's driving • Double-belted
strength MI Wide, -78- Profile

*.•
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•%‘,,Nk4i.
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COMPARE
AND
SAVE!

FOR
41‘11

$

Excise
Tax
Size
N.% 878-14
$208
%Alit C78-14
2.15
E78-14
2.37
F78-14
2.54
G78-14
2.69
2.95
osr'es H78-14
2.62
F78-15
G78-15
2.80
H78-15
3.01
J78-15
3.12
- 3.27
L78-15 •
Whitewalls slightly higher

Irefr:

Trado-In
Price
$23.00
27.44
28.52
90.20
38.08
36.28
30.92
33.92
37.16
42.16
43.80

;09
0.0 HURRY!
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

ze B78-14 plus trade-in and F.E T. of $2.08 per tire

3 WAYS TO PAY>.-( BUDGET TERMS)

BANKAMERICARD)

MASTER CHARGE)

SILVERTOWN
660

LONG MILER
• Rugged 4-ply nylon cord
(most sizes)
• Good mileage

• Smoother Riding Dynacor•
RayOn Cord • Stronger now with
four full plys

AS LOW AS

'1555

• A quality tire at economy
prices
Whitewall Size 735:14 plus F.E.T.
of $2.01 per tire plus trade-in.

Whitewall Size 100:13 plus F.E.T.
of $1.48 per tire plus trade-in.

44.
Pnced es shown at 5 F Goodnch Stoops con,Ownevelv pica:lel S F GooOnch De•Isrs

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at,5 Points
THE DIMPTICENT -SEEN its me-rninmerny Deparmnint-Audtturtinnin Washington
show•s the three plexiglass drums for the capsules and the "scoreboard" for posting results. It's the "random sequence" lottery for calling inter-the service in 1972

Murray, Ky.
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CAPITAL IDEAS

Berlin future at stake
in crucial Big 4 talks

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

approach is aggressive, aimed
for an agreement that would
at driving the West from its
ratification
seek
permit him to
positions.. . The new feature is 41
of his 1970 nonaggression treaty
Moscow . . is being en- 41
that
with the Soviet Union.
couraged by Bonn."
WASHINGTON — TwentyBrandt's personal political
The attack can have major 41
five years ago, a State
future could depend on this political implications. Faced 41
the
of
Department analysis
AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, 4 bedroom brick, fire-place, formal
issue. The course of U. S. with elections late this year or
Potsdarn agreement on Gerdining room, large living room, double garage, extra large
negotiations with Moscow on a in 1972, Brandt is struggling
many pointed out broad range of disarmament with economic as well as 41 storage room and well landscaped lawn. This house has been
and trade topics also could be political uncertainties. His 41 reduced to $36,000.00.
"The Potsdam conference
involved as well as the Soviets' coalition with the fractured
provides not a final settlement,
DRIVE OUT ON PARICLANE AND look at this two story
push for a European security Free Democratic Party has
but a transitional arrangement
conference.
by which the Allies assume
only a paper-thin majority in 41 brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 242 baths, nice carpeting,
West Germany's leading the Bundestag. The revaluation 43 all built-Ms in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
responsibility almost equal to
that of the German people
publisher, Axel Springer, writ- of the West German mark has 41 garage. Price only $34,000.00.
themselves for the developing from the office he built 19 already cost German exporters 43
ment of a free and peaceful
stories above the Berlin Wall, and slowed production. InWOKING FOR A REAL GOOD MEDIUM Priced 2 bedroom
Germany."
has just issued a chal- flation, always a dreaded 41 brick? Go take a look at this place 242 miles South on 121
A quarter of a century after
lenge to Brandt and has terror in Germany, is edging
Highway. Lot size qiar an acre. Priced for quick sale at
World War II 3181 mat meeting
warned against any erosion of toward 5 per cent.
$17,500.00.
43
of Big Four leaders and 10
West German political rights in
summers after erection of the
the old capital.
THREE MILES NORM,JUST OFF 641 we have a beautiful
Berlin Wall there is little talk of
3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
41
"Robbed of its role as the
-transition" in Germany, but
and built-ins, book shelves, two car garage, plus another
German capital of the future,
4! unattached two car garage. 142 acre lot, plenty of shade.
the "responsibility" of the
stripped of its significance as a
United States, Russia, Britain
4! $28,500.00.
center of the right of Germans
YORK (UPI)—'the
NEW
and France is again in sharp
41
to self-determination, Berlin
focus.
would be condemned to death," most significant current econIN KIRICSEY WE HAVE A GOOD SOLID frame, 3
Despite guarded official
omic development, as far as 4!
Springer writes.
bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
perare
there
statements,
investors are concerned, is the 43
bath an4-2 acre lot. Here is a good buy at$11,350.00.
room,
subin
and
Potsdam
At
sistent rumors here and abroad
resurgence of corporate profits
sequent Big Four meetings, the during the second quarter, 41
that the Big Four amAT 1512 HENRY STREET, YOU WILL see a fine 3 bedroom
status of Berlin was clearly according to Wright
bassadorial talks in Berlin are
Investors 4!
on a beautiful lot. Has central heat and air, family
home
defined.
nearing a "settlement" of some
Service. This is heartening in 41
a
assigned
was
all the extras and a real nice out side storage building.
room,
power
Each
problems.
Berlin
view of the fact that since the 41
section of the city for adAlso has double carport. Price $27,000.00.
The question is: What kind of
Korean War no major stock
ministration, but it was agreed
41
a settlement?
decline has begun
that all four powers had equal market
It already has provoked
on
3 is MILE NORTH OF STELLA, REAL NICE 3 bedroom
correct
4
except
anticipation
rights in the entire city. It also
serious political tensions inside
of lower corporate profits rates 43 brick. Has formal dining room, family room, living room,
shared
they
that
agreed
was
West Germany. One prominent
equal responsibility for access within 6-9 months, the invest- 43 kitchen with built-ins, some carpet, 2 baths, also a large
voice warns that Berlin could
shop building in back. Located on 100'x200' lot. This place is
across Soviet-occupied Ger- ment adviser says.
be -condemned to death."
41 a bargain at $26,250.00.
to the Alliedterritory
man
The answer when it comes
Each of the market's last two 41
occupied zones that since have
become the Federal German rallies has lacked the momen- 41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms
tum of the market's period of
on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.
Republic.
The Soviets sealed off their strength in the first four
eastern section of Berlin on months of the year, Harris, 43 AT 1708 JOHNSON,4 BEDROOM BRICK. Has formal dining
Dec. 1, 1948. On Aug. 13, 1961, Upham observes. Over the near 43 room,2 baths, living room,family room, utility room, double
they made the division physical term, therefore, a good period
garage, patio and just across the street from new high school.
by building the wall. They also of base-building will probably 41 $31,900.00.'
declared the eastern section to be necessary before a meaningyears
be the capital of their puppet ful market turnaround can 41 ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM BRICK, about 2
garage.
bath,
room,
living
kitchen,
large
has
German Democratic republic occur, it adds.
41 old. Real nice,
— a regime that the Western
At the low price of $18,900.00.
43
Allies have refused to
Currently the market is
JUST ACROSS THE street from
recognize, a regime that even suffering from a lack of new 43 ON IRVING COBB ROAD,
Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame, all carpet, den with
in the midst of the aminv‘tors, ,
by
commitments
41 fire-place, living room, kitchen, 14,z baths. This house is a
bassadorial -thaw" speaks of
from sustained 'V steal at $12,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.'
rather
than
•'ever-growing differences"
selling pressure, according to
with West Germany.
Edward A. Virmer di Co. The 41 AT NORTH 16TH STREET AND BYPASS we have a nice
Brandt gained political item sees it becoming increa. 43 house on corner, business lot. Also good vacant lot. Ideal spot
prominence in West Germany singly selective, with emphasiitt 41 for business of most any kind. Call us and take a look at this
as mayor of West Berlin and a
fine property.
en food, oil and gas issues
fierce anti-Communist.
"What has happened in East
Paine, Webber, Jackson &
29 ACRES 1 MILE EAST OF TRI CITY on Highway 94. 2
Berlin is the invasion of an Curtis says it is "getting ready
1 bedroom frame, stock barn, good fence, part wooded. Price
army into a territory where it to be bullish," and adds that 4.2 $16,800.00.
has no right to be," Brandt the economy is very likely to
once said. "The so-called t East improve in the final quarter of 43 ON FAXON ROAD 142 Ml!IS EAST OF Highway 94 we have
German People's Army with this year, either on its own or 43 a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
its auxiliary organizations through increased fiscal stimu- 41 Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
have annexed East Berlin."
lation. Meanwhile, the high rate
As chancellor, however,
NICE BRICK HOME ON 4 ACRES at Junction of 280 and 614
of savings suggests that the
Brandt has talked increasingly
41
near lake. Has 3 bedrooms, famiily room, and kitchen
consumer
has
lost
in
confidence
of compromise in Berlin and
aft combination. Nice outside storage building. People are
after his recent meeting with government's ability to deal
moving to town, must sell. Price $23,500.00.
with
domestic
economic
probPresident Nixon in Washington
lems
and
that
substantial
he announced,"There is a good
REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
a support exists for an ultimate
reaching
of
chance
the owner will sell or trade
set- boom in consumption expendi- 41 each side, all carpet. Nice lot and
Berlin
satisfactory
for nice home.
tures, the company says.
tlement."
been
has
view
This
1 AT 815 SHA WA CIRCLE, 3 bedrooms, large living room,
.
,
4
by Mini-airline
directly
challenged
PA(;() P,A.GO, American
base board heat and central air. Hall and bedrooms carSpringer, a man some regard
The six pop- 4 petecl, 2 baths, garage. On nice lot. $24,300.00.
A girl student is dwarfed by columns of the Nashville Parthenon. as a potential power in any Samoa ((SPI)
Amrri,an
, fourth century. when it became anti-Brandt political coalition. ulated islands of
By GROVER BRINKMAN
In a sweeping essay in his Samoa are served hy south
, Christian, the statue of Athena
Central Prcss Association
41 SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE,a nice frame home on 15 acres of
Seas Airways, which consr.ts
was sent to Byzantium, and dis- "Welt am Sonntag,'• Springer
Correspoadc t
land. Two bedrooms, carport. A really good buy at $12,500.
says that instead of a move of one six-passenger low -wing
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Ameri- appeared.
When Athens was taken by toward settlement or complane that makes water landcan tourists visiting Athens,
ings on a pair of pontoon,.
Greece, often hear a story the Venetians in 1687, the Par- promise, -what we are witFOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
which possibly has some basis thenon was greatly damaged by nessing is nothing new, but a
The residents call the plane
be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
can
.
f
of truth. The story is to the ef- a shell which detonated the mu- grand political attack by the "Paopaolele," which in Samoan
house with bath and electric heat.
frame
fect that some day soon work nitions the Turks had stored Soviets on Berlin
. This means flying canoe.
will start at rebuilding the fa- there. ruining its beauty.
43
three
In 1893, the city of Naahville.
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The Other Parthenon
It's in Nashville, Tenn.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For More Information on the Following Listings
Call 753-7724

4.

— will have repercussions
throughout the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization ( NATO,.
What is hinted at is a Soviet
•'concession" acknowledging
that it has primars. responsibility for free access between
West Berlin and West Germany
— not the puppet East German
regime.
Such an acknowledgment
welcomed in
would be
Washington, Bonn and other
Western capitals.
But it would essentially
amount to a restatement of the
legal agreemems that govern
the status of Berlin. The
Russians would, in effect, be
undertaking again a responsibility that was not theirs to
delegate away in the first
place.
What concerns suspicious
West Germans is: What do the
Soviets want in return'
There has been evidence this
summer that Moscow is
pressing to limit West German
activity Inside West Berlin, to
isolate the city politically instead of by blockade or
harassment. Chancellor Willy
Brandt's Social Democratic
government in Bonn already
has -postponed" parliamentary sessions scheduled for
West Berlin.
Brandt's opponents are
watching for any sign that the
chancellor is willing to compromise the West German links
with the old capital in return
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BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. $24,000

131

DELUXE HOME AT 1708 MAGNOLIA. Three bedroom,
central heat and air. 2'.2 tiled baths. Large family room with
brick fireplace, patio. All built-ins. Double carport, Truly a
fine home at $34,750.

you've
bedroo
school

OVER HALF ACRE LOT WITH THIS 11,2 story four bedroom
brick home,carport. Electric heat, fireplace. Large modern
kitchen and family room. A bargain at $15,000.

into a
over at

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME on highway near Parou ama
shores. Two bedroom brick home with 142 baths, FL;eolace,
built-ins, double carport. A small frame guest house on 5
acres. All for $39,000.

Check
you'll f
Ready

CANTERBURY ESTATES, NEARLY NEW two story four
bedroom brick With mother-in-law apartment built in, two
baths. Central heat and air, and all built-ins. Double garage
$36,000.

Where
$17,000.

WELL LOCATED OLDER HOME on deep shady lot at 1309
s baths,
Poplar with full basement. Four bedrooms, 1,
fireplace, near schools. $17,000.

Really
room, •
carpet •

ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121_ Nice two bedroom frame home
on large lot, city water. Sine rock interior, fireplace and
garage. $10,500.

This on
large Ii
buildin

LOVELY TWO STORY HOME ON DUDLEY DRIVE. Four
bedrooms and 3 baths. Double garage, fireplace, patio.
Eleven closets, all built-ins. Central air and heat. You should
Just see inside this home. $43,000.

but still
place ft
area an

ON 121 WEST, 14 ACRES and three bedroom,two bath home
with a furnished garage apartment included. Concrete block
stock barn and other outbuildings. Fireplace and basement.
Transferrable loan, garage. $32,750.
40 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $24,500.

Convent
carpet•
best of

A FINE 26 ACRE TRACT is waiting for some one. Four miles
from Murray on Penny Road. 18.5 acres tenable, 7.5 acres
wooded, all fenced with well and lovely building site. Priced
at only $12,600.

and mo
want in
and kit

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, mi see
this house to appreciate.

and you
living r.

AT 1218 DOGWOOD IS ONE OF THE FINER h, s llt
Murray. A dream. Five bedroom, brick veneer, all built-ins
on a beautiful shady lot, Quality plus stands out. $52,500.
LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer
house with a 20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING—SEE
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful
location. Best part—only $26,300.

t
.

the wo
lvd A
and fr • •

HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are
furnished.

Invest .
514 Br
renting
Just St
upstairs
This o
over 105
Need
what yo

FINE LOCATION. Good Buy, at 312 Woodlawn is a 3
bedroom brick veneer, electric heat on good lot, for $16,800.
A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be
yours for only $11,500.
A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM frame house at 1405 Vine,
completely redecorated inside and outside with a one car
garage and only $15,000. Hard to imagine but seeing is
believing.

Ideal II k
$10,500.1

345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of a_
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be ',developed. $51,750.
$3*
104 NORTH 18th is a lovely three broom brick veneer
house. Two baths, one car garage and plenty of closet space
on a good size lot. Must see this one--$26,000.

tak
bath ho
and .
family
.se in
then

location,

11'
104 acre
52 acre f.

HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage cr
11`
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire—$17,000.

Great
$17,500.11

FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good "T
of a bargain to pass up

Be a gen
in Cello •
eternal s
acre'

LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family room and
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 142 baths, carport and
city water. Prieed—$20,500.

300 acre •
division

FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
on paved road and kt acre lot. Priced $26,500.

and your
Boat hou
$26,500."

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air,
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to sell—$19,500.
THREE BEDROOM CONCRETE BLOCK house on 3 acre
lot. 6 miles east of town on Cohoon Road. Can be seen
anytime—$12,600.

Drive to
pletely f

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761

Off
Ed
75
75

UGUST

'S WORK WINDER

Call
753-1916
0;

+++4,
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REAL ESTATE FOR SA

TUCKER'S

bedroom, *
room with
.rt. Truly a

ur bedroom
e modern

WHOSE ROOF IS OVER YOUR HEAD?
Check this 3 bedroom carpeted home and more than likely
you'll find your rent is more than payments on this one.
Ready to move into now!
REDUCED REDUCED REDUCED
Where else can you find a four bedroom house at this price$17,000.00 than at 705 Sycamore. Real cute!

13.

ame home
• 'lace and

SUPERIOR INTERIOR
Really great kitchen, 3 bedrooms spacious, gracious living
room, and dining room, den, 2 baths all-and I do mean all
carpeted.
SUMMER BETTER 'N OTHERS
This one's great-3 bedroom brick located on Dodson-extra
large living room with fireplace, large garage and storage
building all for $24,000.00.

. Four
• ce, patio.
ou should

LOOKING FOR A LITTLE PRIVACY
but still want to be near shopping areas.800 Sunny Lane is the
place for you. 3 bedroom, brick, large living room, dining
area and kitchen.

•-•th home
rete block
basement.

e home
,500.

13,

ANTIQUE BRICK EXTERIOR
MODERN HOUSEWIle. INTERIOR
Convenience is the word used to describe this 3 bedroom
carpeted, living room, den, private kitchen, two baths and
best of all, priced at $24,750.00.
SELECT YOUR OWN FLOOR COVERINGS
and move right into Gatesborough Subdivision. All you could
want in a 3 bedroom, 2 bath, living room, dining room, den,
and kitchen plus a study.

priced at
• mpletely
',see

IT'S A HONEY
and you can be Queen Bee -3 bedroom,2 baths,family room,
living room, extra large utility area, completely carpeted.

sm
11 built-ins
,500.

LIKE A KISS FROM A PRETTY GIRL?
then take your wife to see this newer deluxe 4 bedroom, Pt
bath home. She will love the formal dining, 10 huge closets
and most convenient kitchen. You will both go for the big
' y room with fireplace, and the kids . . . just turn them
..se in the acre size yard and forget them.In Hermitage.

ck veneer
NG-SEE
wonderful

S-P-A-C-1-0-U-S
the word to describe this 3 bedroom brick home on Johnson
;Ivd. A completely modern kitchen including refrigerator
and freezer.

RTY for
r and 3 in
ents are

is a 3
or $16,800.
.00d Vista
could be

THE WISEST MOVE
you've made may well turn out to be a move to this four
2 bath, within walking distance to the new high
/
bedroom, 21
school.

sit

1405 Vine,
a one car
seeing is

NEED CASH
Invest now in one of these S producing houses.
514 Broad St. has two apartments. Live downstairs while
renting the upstairs $16,950.
Just steps away from M.S.U. on 16th St. Two apartmentsupistairs furnished 126,500.00.
This one can bring you $600.00 a month or more. Look it
over 105 N. 14th St.
Need an office with rental income too. 304 N. 4th has just
what you're looking for. Newly redecorated too!
Ideal location, beautiful exterior for college student rental
$10,500.00

icinity of
eady to be

KINDERGARTEN PERFECT
location, space,and extra rental property. 105 & 107 N. 6th St.
BEST LITTLE OLE
104 acre farm $14,000 can buy. North of Kirksey.

ck veneer
oset space

52 acre farm right in Coldwater-another bargain for $14,000.

n acre fish 11.
if frontage
17,000.
637 Miller
too good

13,
13.
11.

Great Cropland, good 100 acre farm, north of Kirksey for
$17,500.00.
Be a gentleman farmer. Own one of the best big cattle farms
in Calloway. 425 acres east of Almo. Fenced, holding pens,
eternal spring,lush pasture. Can you believe around $150 per
acre'

room and
rport and

300 acres on Ky. Lake-near Sugar Creek area. Great subdivision property.

irk Road.
built-ins,

A DREAM IS A WISH
and your dreams will come true when you visit Center Ridge.
Boat house and dock are included with this summer home.
$26,500.00.

:t and air,
500.
on 3 acre
be seen

Drive to Panorama Shores and check this one out. Completely furnished 2 bedroom home for only $13,900.00.

We Need Listings
Call Us Now!!

DONALD TUCKER
REALTOR
13.

25

REAL ESTATE FOR SA
location;
MODERATELY PRICED 3 SMALL r'ARM; good
investment.
future
or
business
lot.
large
on
house
bedroom
Murray, apLocated 730 Vine Street. For One mile East
pasture.
acres
10
further information or ap- proximately
stables, water.
fencing,
wire
Hog
Monday
753-7193
phone
pointment
modern.
through Friday between 9:00 Cozy older 7 room house,
436call
Al2C For appointment
a.m. and 5:00p.m.
TFC
2173.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PIRATES COVE

Eat Yo.ir Home

SPICHIRS
Are Poison
.d.*1.412h1

110

- Member of Multiple Listings Office 753-4342 Home 753-5020
Associates . . .
Pat Mobley
Edna Knight
753-4342 - Office - 753-4342
753-4910 -- Home - 753-8958
BARGAINS! BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
In the Ledger's Classified Ads!!

KENTUCKY LAKE

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

CLYDE WILSON
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
LOCATED HIGH on Lake View
Drive in Keniana Subdivision,
beautiful lake view. This lot can
be yours for as little as $18.00
down and $18.00 per month. Call
at the Keniana office or phone
AlOC
436-5320.

FOR RENT
NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
space on Main Street. Inquire at
A9C
Hotel desk.

3110

ROACHIS
Carry Germs
CI? RIO 04

PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7513914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce
NOTICE

APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
one and two bedrooms. Washers
0 BEDROOM house; kitchen, and dryers available. Zimden, living room, bath. Range merman Apartments, South 16th
and refrigerator included. All Street. Phone 753-6609.
A6C
new carpet. Large lot with outside storage. Call Gene Landon TWO ROOM apartment, one mile
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00 from the University on Murray
TFC and Mayfield Road. Married
p.m.
couple or two boys. Phone 753home,
bedroom
LOVELY FIVE
A6P
full basement, large corner lot, 4552.
75:150. Owner transferring. 1700
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Mon- BODY SHOP or clean up shop.
comTFC Large, convenient. Air
753-4178.
AlOP
pressor. Phone 435-5975.
30 ACRES level land. All under
fence. Extra large. Call 753A7P TWO SLEEPING rooms, one
3334.
furnished and one unfurnished
A6C
Phone 753-5611.

FOR SALE

TWO BLACK wrought iron wash
4 size
3
kettles, roll-away bed, /
complete with springs and
mattress. Phone 753-3323 after
A7P
5:00p.m.

PAPEC SILAGE chopper, 2
silage wagons. All new, 1-4 less
cost. Dr. J. C. Melvin, Route 1,
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 3284362.
Between Tr -City &Sedalia. A7P

* REFRIGERATED

Titek-. .-zi/

SUBDIVISION

PHONE
(5;2) 354-655s 5 ML WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
ON KENTUCKY 80

Call
753-1916

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

story four
• tin, two
ble garage

our miles
7.5 acres
te. Priced

BARGAIN CORNER
NEED TO MOVE TOMORROW
into a three bedroom, brick priced at $18,000.00. Look this one
over at 1312 Kirkwood.

Panel-tuna
Fireplace,
house on 5

lot at 1309
baths,
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BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
purchase. Lonardo
Company, across from Post
A6C
Office, Paris, Tenn.

WILL DO sewing in my home.
TFC
Phone 436-5424.
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Aug24C
McCoy,753-3045.

I WILL not be responsible for SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
any debts other than my own hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753Sept.2C
from this day forward. Charles 5933.
Eddie Reeder, Route 2, Murray,
A6P PROFESSIONAL, EXKy.
PERIENCED painter, will work
contract jobs, on hourly basis,
has own equipment. Call 489If You Miss
Sept.7C
2287.

PIE case or AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
salad case. Maximum 5 shelf, Setter Puppies. Phone 753Al4C
inside deminsions 20"x36". 1862.
A7C
Phone 753-4953.

ONE BEAUTIFUL pocket size
Peek-A-Poo Puppy and two white
Toy Poodle puppies, 6 and 7
weeks old. Special price. Phone
A7C
753-4469.

Moving
Forced Sale!!!
Friday-Monday

14 cubic feet Coldspot
+
Refrigerator, Avocado Green,
frostfree with icemaker-$100.
+ 3x6 ft. Solid Oak Dining
Table with 4 chairs--$40.
+ 6 drawer Maple Desk-$30.
+ Heavy Wooden swivel desk
350 CC YAMAHA, 1970. Phone chair-$20
A7P + Maple Bookcase bed and
753-9515 after 8:00 p.m.
dresser-$40
BEAUTIFUL AKC registerec + Black vinyl "easy chair"
black Toy Poodle puppies, 8 with ottoman-$40
weeks old. Male or female. + Custom-built stereo with
Dewormed. Phone 753-6379 magnavox components-9100
A7C Many other items, too
anytime.
mention.
to
numerous
12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME Telephone 753-6346 or look for
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two Garage Sale sign in Meadow
bedrooms, two baths, also air- Green Acres, just off New
conditioned. Excellent condition Concord Highway.
Very reasonable price. Phone
TFC
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
GEST VARIETY of pistols
CAMPER TOP for eight foot bed in Kentucky. No increase in
truck. Cab top level. $150.00. prices. Country Boy Stores, the
A9C Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
Phone 436-2113.
from Hopkinsville, Junction ity.
HONDA 70 with Or without 117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
2 year old. Good p.m.
/
helmet. Only 11
Atig30C
A9C
condition. Phone 437-4493.

IT'S terrific the way we're selling
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and
upholstery. Rent New shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of "The
A7C
Wishing Well".

SLABS & SAWDUST. W. lie
CREOSOTED POLES for pole Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
barn construction, utility poles Tenn.
TFC
and boat docks. Murray,Lumber
Murray,
Co., Maple Street,
FREEZERS-NEW ZS cu. ft.
ITC chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft.
Kentucky.
upright 6244.68 delivered,
GOOD USED beauty shop Montgomery Ward,510 Main 72Your Paper...
equipment. Phone Paris, Tenn. 1966.
TF,cLL BUSHHOG vacant lots
A9C
642-5742 or 642-1900.
Reasonable
limits.
city
received
inside
not
If Au have
SAIN't BERNARD pups, AKC
FOR SALE by OWNER
7 2%.
c)iir Ledger & Times by
LATE 1967 model Mobile home registered. Easy terms. Call 554FURNISHED
COMPLETELY
TFC
Four bedroom tri-level near
4786, Paducah,Ky.
I WILL DO baby sitting in your with 3 bedrooms. Phone 753cottage on Kentucky Lake.
6 P.M.
new high school. Large den with Outdoor barbecue
492A9C
Phone
Experienced.
4061.
home.
grill, airwe urge you to contact the
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
etre place, two full baths. fully
Al2C
8699.
conditioned, linen furnished.
city circulation manager,
equipped kitchen, .separat
.one economical, Blue Lustre carpet
bridles;
MULE
GOOD
TWO
753-9269
Located on the main lake
Ted Delaney, at
electric shampooer
dining
room,
carpeted Spectacular view. Phone 436-5679
WILL INSTALL septic tanks and hill-blooded, 7 to 8 month old cleaner. Rent
AR.
throughout. Central heat and from 7:30-9:30 a.m. or from 5:00- Between 6 & 6:30 p.m. Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine boxer; new hydraulic lift for $1.00, Big K.
air, spacious closets and
Call
used.
never
been
disc,
Construction Co., Murray, wheel
A6C
9:00 p.m.
for delivery Please place
Al6P ELECTRIC GUITAR and amgarage. Price reduced.
A18C 489-2330.
Kentucky,753-8966.
your call before 6:30 p.m.
plifier. Both in perfect condition;
NICE TRAILER; carpet, color
PHONE 753-6690
EARLY AMERICAN sofa, look hie new. Must sell; asking
TV., air-conditioned. Deposit
4" Plastic Wells
brown, maple coffee table and $200.00. Can be seen at 100 South
required, no pets. Phone 753-7358 I WILL not be responsible for nay
table, brown naughahyde,set
end
TFNC
from
own
my
AYL,OR
than
WELL
TFC' debts other
13th Street, Apt. No.2.
TWO BEDROOM small house in after 4:00p.m.
of table lamps and set of vanity
DRILLING
this day forward.
Pottertown area, running water,
lamps, swivel rocker, 9x12 gold GRAND PIANO. $200.00. Phone
,A6P
Jeff Esker
shower. Located on one acre.
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
briaded rug. Phone 435-4238 after
A9C
A7P
Phone 436-5667.
247-5556
A9C 753-7905.
5:30p.m.
or
trade
NOTICE!!!!HAVE to
Complete Well
MAYTAG GAS stove, good
sell king size bed this week. Will
DUPLEX; LARGE 3 bedroom
HELP WANTED
Service
Vacation Cabin
used
good
or
new
for
condition, $30.00. Highchair,
trade
units, carpet, central heat and
washer. Contact Dennis Travis,
LAUNDRY PERSONNEL 95.00. Also walker, $3.00. Baby
air, monthly income $310.00. Located on Kentucky Lake
urnished 2 bedroom, in
bed and mattress, $15.00, also
120Shady Oaks,or call 753Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. A7C
needed! Experience Preferred
luding linens, dishes, T V. 5829.
A6P WILL DO carpentry and but not necessary. Apply at Big B baby clothes from birth to size 8.
753.8298
Phone
work.
remodeling
• ir conditioner. Rent by day
A6C
A7p Cleaners or call 753-9084. A6NC Phone 753-2646.
for free estimate.
eek or month.
DOES YOUR figure need im1971 WINNER boat. 80 h.p.
proving' Call Stiapernakers of WOULD LIKE to do hehysitting
Phone
Carpenter to Mercury motor. Call 753-4647.A6C
GOOD
WANTED:
,
t
Ao
in
home
my
753-2962.
Murray
Weight loss
Phone
7534625' - build 14'x 72' addition. Phone 492A25C
guaranteed.
ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa
in Lovely
WILL KEEP elderly women in 8644.
mare, also one Appaloosa horse
is
FURNITURE
USED
R
&
H
my home. Will also do ironing.
SPACES TO park your trailers at
saddles and -bridles. Phone
Two
till
10:00
salad
week
Gatesborough Estates
for
a
days
WOMAN
five
Asp WANTED:
Phone 753-7718.
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice, open
AlOP
.dept. Must be neat, efficient and 436-2258.
quiet, paved street. Telephones. 6:00,on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
and
Owner leaving town,
furniture
references.
used
good
nice
of
furnish
Las
to
able
home.
my
Gas, Electricity, and Cable
BABYSITTING IN
1966 HONDA 305, excellent
vision. Available at $22.50 per lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676, Children 2-4 years. phone 753_ Experienced preferred but will
must sell at once!
A7C
learn. Full time running condition,$225.00. Phone
to
willing
train
if
A7C
month. Water furnished & gar- home phone 753-4716.
4897.
A6P
work. Afternoon shift, No phone 753-6936.
bage picked up. Married couples
SALE OR TRADE
PRICE REDUCED
FOR
House
Colonial
Apply
calls.
A23C
only. Call 753-4539.
WANTED: 18 Business Partners
A11C 750 HONDA,1,400 miles,$1200.00.
PARTIALLY WOODED lot, Smorgasbord.
1969 Corvette, 24,000 miles, new
training
in
assist
and
employ
to
Call 753-6532 •
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
MODERN GROCERY Store with
tires, stereo tape. $3500.00.
of Murray High who are
students
an
Earn
boss!
own
YOUR
BE
4:00
after
Phone 753-7358,
equipment. Available September
country and must sell.
in the Distributive
For Additional
TFC income of your own, right in your Leaving
I. Near Panorama Shores Phone enrolled
p.m.
after 9'.00
753-1687
Phone
Education program. Must, be
own community. Be an Avon
A9C
436-2266.
AlOC
Information
LOST & FOUND
reliable and willing to assist in
Representative. Call collect after p.m.
the education of young people LOST IN the vicinity of Payne 6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs.
TRAILER: TO couple only. See
who want to serve your business Street, a five month old black Janet Munch, Manager Rt. 2, MOVING!! TENT, camping
andon Dill at Dill's Trailer
2 years, dog
/
FOR RENT
needs and learn your business kitten, wearing a red collar with Box 136 A,Princeton,Ky.
A7C equipment. Setter, 11
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
box, house, toys. Carport and
Call Murray High bells. If found please call Baroperation.
A9C
calls please.
School, 753-5202. Mr. Newcomb bara at 753-1916.
ONE BEDROOM unfurnished
TFNC WANTED: LADY to live in with Storage sale 1715 Keenland
A6C
you
with
meet
to
would
be
glad
apartment on 1631 Farmer Ave.,
elderly woman. Room and board Drive.
THREE BEDROOM brick, 1669
availlitle" August 15. Private Ryan Ave. Available August 17 and explain the program. A11C LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold plus salary. Phone 753-5421 af
will
driveway and carport. Front 8g
A7 THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store
near West Main Street. I
5:00p.m.
Phone 436-6870 after 4:00
WANT TO BUY
be closed on Sundays beginning
found
If
inside.
back shady, front yard. Couples
papers
portant
Al2C
A9C P.m.
753-9427. HELP DISTRIBUTE Nationally, August 15,1971. New store hours;
only.$75. Call 492-8174.
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970 please call Pat at
TFNC advertised line of home care Monday thru Friday 8;30-6:00,
offered.
Reward
In
Mileage.
Low
pick-up truck.
AUTOS FOR SALE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
products. Full or part time. Send Saturday 8:30-5:00.
good condition. Phone 7534030
The latest fall shoes are
for the period of August 6th
resume to P.O. Box 592, Murray
TFNC
N, local car, after 5:00p.m.
VOLKSWAGE
1969
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle
through 24th. Rent by the week if
A7
Kentucky.
and
motor
good
good condition,
patent Boots. Now receiving
desired. Zimmerman ApartA6P .P.AAT TO BUY. logs and
tires. Phone 753-4984.
Men's shoes, all famous name
ments, So. 16th St. Phone 753standing timber Also have for
WANTED brands at Discount Prices.
HOMEWORKERS
Al2C
6609.
sale lumber and sawdust
part-time,full-time work at home
Lumber
All Ladies Summer Shows
1964 BUICK Special, motor in Murray Saw Mill and
twilling our circulars. For details Reduced. All Famous Name
two
IF(
TRAILER,
753-4147
HOUSE
Co.
Phone
good condition, $200.00. Phone
rush self-addressed, stamped Brand Shoes at Discount
bedroom, air conditioner and 753-2646.
A6C
•
'envelope and 35c to US En- Prices.
A17C
Furnished
automatic washer.
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
apartment, all electric. Call 436Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
1962 GALAXIE FORD, slightly
A9P
wrecked. See at 103 South 12th
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER
A7P
1968 MODEL TRAILER, 2 Street.
and cook to live in with elderly
bedrooms, air conditioned,
Al2C
couple. Phone 753-8065.
10'x42', very nice, near LOW MILEAGE Ford bob-truck.
753or
753-3895
University. Phone
Full screwed,tandem axles. 18 ft.
BABYSITTING wanted in my
A9C flat tied with 10 good tires. Priced
3482.
home. Call 753-9974 after 5:00
Can Arrange
Cafi.Moving
A9NC
for a quick sale. Call days 753p.m.
trailer
Select
TRAILER SPACE:
A9C
5167 or nights 489-2189.
space available, Water, Sewer
PART-TIME babysitter with I EU.7
3 54
PC501RN
1S57
and Garbage pickup furnished
schedule for a one-yearflexible
wagon,
OPEL KADETT
Mobile Home Village. For in- 1969
own
furnish
Must
girl.
old
condition, low mileage.
formation phone 753-3895 or 753- good
transportation. Call 753-7154. A9C
A9C
4IEW0 emo4New 04m0f1
A9C Local car. Phone 753-1841.
3482

FOR RENT

EXTRA LARGE
LOT

502-492-8622

there's
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Shrine Golf ..
iCostiatted from Page 1)
7.40 am.—Joe Duperrieu, John
Hackney, Gene Fairchild and
k Blackwell, Jerry Lee,
lacPP
ja775T—KJa
Harold Hopper and John Paulk.
8:00—Mickey Boggess, Purdom
Lovett, Steve Sanders,\ Buddy
s.
Faair 12,0

0—Rob Miller, Dan Mc\CInney,
Dave _l_lis, Richard Latimer.
Billy Dan Crouse, Jr.
Garrison, Ronnie Hutson, Charles
RTaomi
1
:0
.1101
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THE CAPITAL TOUCH

New programs trying
to curb drunk driving
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

clihyard Knight, Danell
Tommy Latimer,
Clyde
M
K8
:1:1
Gordon.
AEdakriinsst.eele, marshal,
Ford. Bill Nelson,

WASHINGTON — Fresh attention is being paid to the old
saying "The most important
Chuct
Huila,
8'SO—Pete
Shuffett, Guy SOann,
Cedris component in an automobile is
Benson.
the nut behind the wheel."
ester Wilburn, Jim McEspecially when the nut — or
Clintock, Jack Bates, Tommy
driver — is drunk.
Markum,

NEW—Cemeteries have even become ecology minded,
going to the open spaces look. Flat grave markers are now being
used in place of the traditional tombstones. A side effect of the

Cemeteries get
wide open look
By DICK FINN
Copley News Service

trend, experts say, is a decline in business for skilled stonecutters who make carved stones.

Seen & Heaid
(Cosidnned bun Page 1)
the food stamp program with
their taxes but who have decided
to work instead of engaging in
any kind of strike. It would not be
fair to ask those who choose to
work to pay the food bills for
those who select to be
idle"...Rep. George Goodling of
Pennsylvania.
Ned Breathitt, former Governor
of Kentucky, will aid Democratic
nominee Wendeall Ford.

4-day week
for schools
is explored

Buddie
9:10 Leslie Wilburn,
Davis, Cam Mullins, Don Robinson.
9:20—Bob Hibbard, Buddie
Spann, Johnn McCage, Joe Metzger.
9:30—Joe Carson, Grady Storey,
Robert Lewis, Eddie Bryan.
9.40—Clyde Warwick, S. Gardner, Chad Stewart, Keith Hinton.
9:50—Bill Burgle, Ed Brown, Bill
Hall, Bill Rowland.
10:00—Sam Splceland, A. C.
Sanders, M. C. Ellis, James Rudy
Allbritten.
10:10—Jimmy White, Johnny
White, Dennis Clymell, Nicky
Ryan.
10:20—Elmer Haverstock, James
Blankenship,
Payne, Macon
Chester Thomas.
10:30—John Anderson, T. E.
Holland, Sam Griffin, Mr. Bone.
10:10—Bruce Wilson, Frank
Gibson, Owen Boster, Donald E.

10:50—Georite Everette, W. R.
Tibble, M. C.
waschick-,
Garrott.
OhlInoton, Bob
11:00—Ted
Billington, Bill Doss, Virgil Harris.
•
11:10—Bob Day, Harold Dempsey, Bob AAorris, Jerry Jones.
11:20—Elvin
Cooper, Pete
NEW YORK (UPI)—If the Coburn, John Box, Dick Brown.
11:30—Bill Parks, Kelly Sumfour-day work week is ahead,
Sid Lester, Joe Blayney.
can the four-day school week mers,
11:40Bill Hopson, Jerry Hopkins,
be far behind?
John Sammons, Walt Celusta.
11:30—Edward Redd, J. E.
One prominent businessman
Radcliffe, J. L. Stanley, Herb
says it is none too soon for Schreiner.
both the educators and the
12 noon—L. D. Miller, Cecil
business community to give the Farris, Dundee Fulford, Jack
Fersall.
shortened school week a thorJohn Quer12: 10p.m.—Dr .
ough study. He urges establish- rermous, Ralph McCuiston, Al
Wayne Doran.
ment of a business-industry Lindsey,
12:20—Harold Pearce, James
council, led by members of the Gooch, Henry James, Jimmy
financial services industry, to Boone,
12:30—James Lassiter, Jiggs
explore the issue and work
Lassiter, Graver Morris, Bobby
with education leaders.
Fike.
"There are countless pos12:10—Joe Dick, Tommy Carroll,
Wallis, Boody Russell.
sibilities and variations for Gingles
12:50—Vernon Cohoon, Key
changing the traditional nine- Moody„ Ted Jennings, Paul Beard.
month school year," says
1:00—Clyde Roberts, Dannie
Frye, Holmes Ellis.
William D. Callaghan, Jr., pres- Roberts, Ivan Simley,
J. T. Bolen,
1:10—Dick
ident of Pioneer Western Corp., Gene Smith, Pat Cvengros.
a national financial services or1:20—John Shackelford, Jiml
Clopton, Henry Fulton, Boots,
ganization.
Callaghan who has 14 chil- Conn.
1:30—Gene McCutcheon, James
dren himself seven natural and Perkins, JIM Biggs, Bryce Nash.
seven adoptedand foster4i was s,„_1;410—Max Walker, Charles
John Watson, Ted
active in this year's
hite rirdasell,
Lawson.
House Conferences on Children
3:00—Max Tucker, BM Brown,
Tom Padre, John Walker.
and Youth.

Consumer champions have
forced the auto industry to
scramble to lower exhaust
emissions that cause pollutants, improve tire safety standards, strengthen bumpers and
make seat belts mandatory.
Now the industry is fighting
back with pressure to make the
man behind the wheel behave
better.
The drunk driver on American highways is a national disaster and a national disgrace.
Records culled from Podunk
to Pittsburg, from Blackwell's
Corners to Boston show that
there are six to seven million
drivers in the country who have
a severe drinking problem.
An even more unimpeachable statistic: those drunks
were involved in more than
20,000 of the 55,000 highway
deaths in 1970.

manpower can be shifted to the
problem of the unsafe driver.
A further factor is that only
recently have several voluminous studies on habits and reactions of drunk drivers been
completed. This will allow programs to go beyond the "if you
drive, don't drink" slogan
stage.
During the next three years,
the federal agency will spend
nearly $130 million to test ways
of preventing drunken drivers
from getting an the road.
The European model is being
studied carefully. Over there,
drunk drivers get rapped very
hard on a first conviction.
In Finland,for example, anyone caught driving while drunk
must spend two weeks at a
labor camp. Three-time losers
may never get behind a wheel
again.
The U.S. approach will begin
with less severe measures.
Part of the new program will
be testing of devices on cars
that will make it impossible far
intoxicated drivers to Mart air
&lye tKeir cars.
Upgrading law enforcement
will be another vital part of the
plan. Another will be efforts to
get the courts to force convicted drunk drivers to seek rehabilitation.
Skeptics claim the challenge
of keeping drunks from behind
the wheel is monumental. One
federal official likened it in
toughness to "ending the war in
Vietnam."
There is determination, however, that rehabilitation of
drunk drivers, rather than
sloganeering, will help lessen
the problem.
Doug Toms, director of the
federal safety agency's new
program, said, "The premise
of our program is that these are
sick people who need to be rehabilitated."
Research by the agency, he
said, revealed that of the more
than 20,000 traffic deaths attributed to drunken drivers in
1970, about one-third were
social drinkers ("All I had
were a few beers, officer")
while two-thirds were caused
by problem drinkers.
Toms said the agency defines
"problem drinkers" as any
driver whose blood alcohol
level at the time of an accident
is .10 or more.
One recent survey showed
showed that 60 per cent of the
drivers with a severe drinking
continued to drive after their licenses had been suspended.
Why are police and the courts
unable to enforce control of
drunken drivers?
Police officials say that increasing pressures in the last
10 years to deal with violent
crimes has caused a shift in
manpower out of traffic operations.
The Detroit Police Department, for example, shifted 100

Police motivation, experts
say, is also affected by public
apathy. Police officers are also
often disappointed by the lack
of action taken by the courts
after an arrest has been made
for drunken driving
In many states, a drunken
driver, using the services of a
sharp lawyer. can plead guilty
to the lesser charge of reckless
driving on the grounds that he
will lose his job if he loses his
driving license.
Thus the offender is very
often a free man after paying a
nominal fine.
Police officials complain that
there is an increasing tendency
on the part of judges to wink at
drunken driving cases. This is
due partly to the heavy case
loads and also to the fact that
depriving a suburbanite of his
driver's license renders him
virtually immobile. That, say
some judges, only aggravates
the problem of the heavy
drinker.
The lamthasis of the federal
program over the next three
years wW be to find ways of
keeping convicted drunks off
the road and getting them into
rehabilitation programs as
speedily as possible.
Grants have been made to 40
areas where programs of
slightly varying details will be
tested.
They will range from an
initial program in Oregon already under way) that includes
medical and psychiatric counseling and ends up with a whopping $500 fine to such variati s
as breath tests at roadblock
using special markings on cads
whose drivers drink heavily,
and firm revoking of license.

And they're running ahead of
that performance after the first
"The spirit of, 'Poor dad, he
six months of 1971.
deserves the best stone in the
Cemeteries are going more cemetery,' is gone," she said.
Repeated arrests, accidents,
and more for the wide open
license suspensions and other
But,says Lee Conti of Conti &
spaces look and many ob- Sons Monument Co., "it isn't
penalties have failed to keep
servers, including the ecology the people who are leading the
drunks off the road.
mffided, applaud the trend.
Police departments, courts
change, it's- the funeral
But it's killing the tombstone directors and cemetery ofand state motor vehicle agenindustry.
cies so far have failed — obvificials."
A middle-aged couple, strolling
To achieve the open look,
ously — to keep drunk drivers
Conti says people are in- through the local park one mooncemeteries use lawn-level fluenced against tombstones in
off the road.
grave
markers
called their moments of stress at a lit evening,stopped and sat down
Now, however, the drunk
'memorial slabs." They time when they are apt to take on a park bench to rest. They
overheard voices coming from a
driver is going to come under
discourage the old-style the line of least resistance.
Increased surveillance and beupright tombstones.
At such times, he said, they secluded spot. Suddenly the wife
come a prime target of federal
Other trends imperil the buy the new lawn-level realized that the young man was.
and state governments and the
tombstone industry. The markers instead of tombstones. about to propose. Not wanting to
nation's automobile manufacCremation Association of
A deaier in Eugene, Ore., has eavesdrop at such an intimate
turers.
that filed a federal antitrust action moment, she nudged her
reports
America
The National Highway Safety
cremations are increasing at a alleging conspiracy by a husband.
Transportation Agency, which
"Henry," she whispered,
faster pace than ever before. manufacturer of bronze
Mrs. Raymond A. Clemens, markers and eight cemeteries "Whistle and let that young
during the last decade has
who with her husband operates to monopolize grave marker couple know that someone is able
stressed safer vehicles and is
Clemens Granite Co. in Santee, sales.
to hear them."
now beginning to see a small
Calif., points to a nationwide
Arie Mack Moore com"Whistle?" grumbled her
trend away from ground
reduction in fatalities because
plained in the August, 1969, suit husband. "Why should I whistle"
burials. The use of crypts and that the bronze maker advised Nobody whistled to warn me!"
of its effort, will begin turning
The school year was, of
mausoleums is gaining in and assisted the cemeteries to
its attention to the driver of the
course, initially geared to an
vehicle.
adopt "unduly restrictive" Art Lee dropped by this
PoPularitY•
agricultural
calendar,
he
notes,
morning
Mrs. Clemens detects in rules which eliminated him
The main focus of concern
so that -those of school age
(Continued from Page!)
to
tell
us
the
row
of
Magic
Lillies
the new attitudes a nation- from selling markers there.
will be the driver with a severe
could
help
on
the
farm
during
keeping
—although
we credited to he and hiw wife
Mansfield
wide -loss of old world idealdrinking problem.
the busiest months of early
yesterday actually is the work of
his options open—evidently has
That is pending.
Detroit's auto makers have
summer to harvest.
plan.
Dealers concede they have Dr. Ralph Woods.
been saying for years that the
But this is an increasingly shunned that
Managers of the bill, despite man behind the wheel bears a
also been hurt by their own
urbanized society with a deYOUTH FELLOWSHIP
rising costs. Tombstones sell
personal plea for action train greater share of the blame for
a
clining farm population. And,
The Junior High and Senior
for $200 to $500.
Nixon, failed to win accidents than "lemon" autoPresident
air-conditioning more and more
Flat markers cost about $100. High Youth Fellowships of the is alleviating
Federal State Market News
the required unanimous consent mobiles or worn parts in veanother
obvious
Lost in the conflict is the First United Methodist Church of problem with
Service August 6, 1971
from the Senate Thursday to hicles or or highway condisummer.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog matter of "human values," Murray will meet at the church Our alternative
put a strict time limitation on tions.
on Sunday, August 8, at seven
Market Report Includes 10 said Conti.
Callaghan
says
present the measure so it could be
But during the last few years
Buying Stations
. her that special time comes and
"The flat markers eliminate p.m. From theta they will visit school schedules usually pro- passed before the recess began.
campaign to make safer
the
Receipts: Act. M1 Est. 2,000 sentiment," he said. "A many shut-in members of the vide for children to be in class
ne finally pops the question ... be
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,
cars has captured the public
Barrows and Gifts steady Sows cemetery today is likely to look church at their homes.
sure to call
seven hours per day, five days an outspoken opponent of
imagination.
steady
a week, for a 35-hour week. conscription, objected to every
like a tig, flat golf course."
highway
of
the
officials
Now,
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 619.50-20.00; Cemetery officials defend the
Most systems operate on a 180- request for a time limit. Gravel
agency say, the campaign to
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $19.25-19.50; open look and the use of
day schedule a year.
l
ifiraftnelrg%
has vowed to be in his seat improve auto structural and men from traffic enforcement
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $18.75-19.25; memorial slabs.
"One alternative among when the Senate returns and
started In 1968 to regular police work.
safety
has
operating
many is for children to con- block the bill by any parliamenUeda Adams
Phone
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $18.2548.75;
rolling so well that funds and The loss to the traffic force has
They say a cemetery with a
NEW.YORK (UPI) — If yoi. tinue the present daily class tary means available.
7534%.......3
.mmus78
Sows
is
not been replaced.
hodgepodge of tombstones
are towing • camp, boat, oi schedule and expand the school
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 615.00-15.75;
stopped
Senate
the
However,
-depressing." The wide open
US 1-3 300-650 lbs $14.00-15.00; expanses of greenery allowed mobile home trailer through 28 year to 45 weeks on a four-day a Gravel anti-draft filibuster
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 813.00-14.00 by ground markers is "more of the 50 states during the basis," he says. Then, leave last June. And without Manssummer vacation months, the seven weeks for "coordinbacking, cloture probably
pleasant" for visitors.
youll need to have welded ated family vacations." The field's imposed again even
few down to $1200.
of system also would give parent., will be
safety
chains
as
part
steel
"The more beauty you add,"
two-thirds vote must Federal State Market News
equipment. and children more three-da!
, though a
said Warren R. McKeel, your trailer hitch
mustered.
be
Service
The 28 states, according to weekends together, as more
memorialist at a California
The draft automatically ex- Monday August 2 Mayfield,
most recent information are: and more companies adopt the
mortuary, "the less people feel
pired July 1 and President Kentucky
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,Cal- four-day work week.
men,
the shock and grief of departed
Mayfield Livestock Market:
From The
Calla0an thinks the four- Nixon cannot conscript
ifornia, Colorado, Connecticut,
loved ones."
day school week, properly into the Army until Congress Livestock weighed on arrival.
Florida,
Idaho,
Illinois,
new
cemeteries
Many
Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Mary- done, also would give parents mends a new bill to his desk.
prohibit the use of tombstones
land,
Massachusetts,-Michigan, more time to attend school The Selective Service System Cattle this week 544
altogether. Older cemeteries
Minnesota,
Mississippi, Ohio, events, bringing parents and went ahead with its annual Calves this week 70
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
are opening new "noOregon, Utah, Vermont. Vir- teachers together for their com- lottery Thursday to choose
By United Press International monument" sections.
ginia, New Hampshire, New Jeit mon goal of helping children.
which 19-year-okis go first on COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
WASHINGTON—Assistant SeNew York, Rhode Wand,
sey.
Callaghan
assumption that the Senate Slaughter cows and bulls steady,
concedes
there
are
the
This trend and intreasing use
cretary of State Charles A.
Dakota and Wisconsin. prilblems involved in making blockade will be lifted eventual- slaughter calves and vealers 1.00
South
Meyer, commenting on the of machinery in the industry
the change-both in the sork
Even if' you're
higher, feeder steers .50-1.00
ly.
country's isolation policy tow- are thinning the ranks of through states that traveling week and school week
biggest snag was
presently
The
higher with full increase on
stonecutters
who
once
handard Cuba:
"But we live in a %odd of
FIAZ
do not have regulations, betamendment, whicI
"...I can see very little crafted intricate designs and ter make a last-minute checkup change and the problem-. are field's approved when it passed weights under 500-lbs., feeder
Senate
heifers fully steady.
reason for us to seek to change lettering.
of Laws in those states. Legisla- not insurmountable," he
draft bill last June, setting SLAUGHTER COWS Utility
the
One
of
these
vanishing
our Cuban policy, particularly
tures and motor vehicle depart- STUNT MECHANIC
a nine-month timetable for 19.00-21.50,Cutter 17.50-19.50,
as Fidel (Castro) clearly knows tradesmen is Clarence G. ments are tightening up both
MOSCOW (UPI)—A mechanic withdrawal of US. forces and Canner 16.00-17.50.
Anderson,
61.
that all he has to do to wipe the
"The big shops are taking laws and administrative regula- lowered himself out of a flying release of U.S. prisoners held
slate clean is say, 'I will no
help make trailering Soviet airliner at the end
k!
over," Anderson laments.
of a by the enemy Because of House SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
longer export revolution."
They do everything by safer through use of safety rope and dangled at 1,300 feet objections to the language, a over 1000 lbs. 25.00-26.25.
machine. What they can't do by chains, on both passenger cars for 50 minutes while reparing a compromise measure was sub- SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
PHNOM PENH — Acting machine, they just don't
of all sizes.
jammed wheel, a newspaper stituted by a House-Senate VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
dr." and trucks
Prime Minister Siaowath Sink
said today.
conference urging a quick vealers 39.00-41.50, mixed Good
Metal( of Cambodia, en route to
Despite the changing times, CHOU MEETS itESTON
Trud, the trade union newspa- withdrawal without setting a and Choice 35.00-39.00, mixed
the United States on a 'peace- the attitudes of cemetery ofHONG KONG (UPI)—Chinese per, said the TU104
Good and Choice 240-350 lbs.
Just compare Duster to the mini-cars. Duster 2-Door Coupe
jetliner deadline.
seeking mission:
ficials, the growing popularity Premier Chou En-lai met suffered a jammed
Everything is a lot bigger,except the price:
Mansfield said the comprom- calves 33.00-36.50.
nosewhee
"The only aim of my mission of crypts and mausoleums, the James Reston, vicepresident on a recent flight from
Because right now,thanks to our final clearance
"better than nothing" FEEDER STEERS: Choice
was
Moscow
ise
is to bring peace to our country Increase in the number of Ind columnist of The New York to Odessa and had
deals,the price is more compact
quickly added "that isn't 300-400 lbs. 38.00-40.50 36.5048.60,
been
but
cremations,
the
tombstone
wife,
Thursday
nines,
and
his
we
can
live
as
a
order
that
In
Instructed to try an
500-600 lbs. 34.00-36.50, mixed
than ever. Come to the right place.
saying much."
he New China News Agency landing at Odessa. emergency
free country, with territorial industry is far from des
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs..
John
Stennis,
Chairman
But
The
Monument Buildf reported today.
integrity."
"To make the repairs, the D4dass., of the Senate Armed 35.00-38.00,400-500 lbs. 32.00-35.00,
North America, en associ
Reston, who began his China mechanic had to lower
"it 500400 lbs., 30.00-32.00, Good 400himself illiwiess Committee said
NASSAU BAY, Tea—Astro- of tombitone dealers in visit early last month, said in through a hatch and
as
the first 500 lbs. 30.00-32.00, 500400 lbs.
stand
hang w111,
4
Evanston,
reports
that
Hong Kong while en route that underneath the flying
naut Alfred M. Worden's movie
aircraft,' congressional mandate with V.00-30.00.
projectionist father, Merrill, industry sales will approach he was prepared to discuss the the paper said.
respect to wind awn the war."
year.
Pentagon Papers with Chinese The article the
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
his son's $300 mithon this
watching
while
rnoicharn And President Nixon, in a letter
300500
lbs. 30.50-32.75, mixed
officials in Peking "if they replaced a faulty bolt that
historical spacewalk on televiBut the.future?
accepurging
its
was
1to Stennis
sion:
Those who deal in tomb- bring up the subject."
preventing the nose wheel from tance, said it Zwas "consistent Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
28.00-30.50, 500-700 lbs. 26.00-28.00,
The Thnes recently serialized lowering in 50 minutes
"As an old showman, I think stones express concern that
303 Poplar St Murray, Ky. - Phone 753-1372
work with the objetatives sought by
I'm qualified to say this is the can best be described as — a secret Pentagon study of the and "the airliner touched down the administration in Southeast Good 300-500 lbs. 26.00-28.00, 500700 lbs. 23.00-26.00.
origins of the Vietnam War
well, grave.
greatest show on earth."
smoothly."
Asia"

Senate . . .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Laws call
for chains
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THE WORLD IS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
WHEN YOU'RE IN
LOVE...

WHY
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